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Section 1. Systems Specification (A Spec)

1-1. Review MIL-STD-483 and MIL-STD-490, particularly Appendix III of
MIL-STD-483 and MIL-STD-490 of Appendix I.

1-2. Review Section 2 (Pages 11-15) of ESD-TR-77-326, Software Acquisition
Management Guidebook: Validation and Certification.

1-3. Review and modify as required Figure 11-1-2, Model Paragraph 3.3.8,
System Specification.

1-4. Review Figure 11-1-1, System Specification Checklist for Computer
Resources.

1-5. Review and modify as required Figure 11-1-3, Model System Specification

Section Four.

i I i .. .. I I I . . . I i . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . i, . . . . .. ...1
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Figure II-1-1. System Specification Checklist for Computer Resources

NOTE: Items succeeded by an (M) are mandatory.

!(M). Does the system specification contain t:,e mandatory inputs listed
in ESD/ALr.Q's Model Para 3.3.8?

uoes the system specification address any sizing and timing
ruquiremens? (Usually found in Paragraph 3.2.1 or Paragraph 3.7, in
suoparagrapns pertaining to computer equipment and peripherals.)

3. Have software performance requirements been functionally and/or
quantitatively defined (i.e., to allow for testing compliance)?

4(M). Does the system specification require use of an Air Force approved
High Uraer Language? (AFR 300-10 including AFSC Sup 1; also listed in model

paragraph 3.3.8 for System Spec.)

5. Are test methods in Section 4 well-defined (see Figure 11-1-3.)?

2
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Figure 11-1-2. Model Paragraph 3.3.8, System Specification

This general sample contains minimum essential requirements and is
intended to serve as guidance for composing a System "A"
Specification Section 3.3.8. Requirements stemming from DOD or AF
regulations are indicated by an M in the left margin. These are
mandatory inputs to the System Specification. (This is only for
information purposes - the M does not go in the final specification.)

3.3.8 Computer Programming. Computer programs and computer data bases shall
be considered as software. Software shall be categorized as support or
applications software.

3.3.8.1 General Requirements. Software shall meet the following design,
language, and coding requirements:

3.3.8.1.1 Design Requirements

3.3.8.1.1.1 Computer Program Structure. The computer program structi shall
consist of Computer Program Configuration Item(s), Computer Program
Component(s), and Module(s).

a. Computer Program Configuration Item (CPCI). A CPCI is the ac
computer program end item in the form of computer instructions stored
machine-readable media. A CPCI snail consist of one or more computer program
components.

b. Computer Program Component (CPC). A CPC is a functionally, logically
distinct part of a CPCI. A CPC is identified for purposes of convenience in
specifying and developing a CPCI as an assembly of subordinate elements. A
CPC consists of a logical composition of one or more subordinate or
interfacing modules.

c. Module. A module performs a complete logical process by execution of
a set of instructions which have clearly defined inputs, processing logic and
outputs. A module is the smallest set of executable statements able to be
assembled or compiled. Each module shall conform to the following conventions:

(1) A module small consist of a set of instructions in a form
consistent with the appropriate language, operating system, and computer.

(2) A module shall not exceed 100 lines of executable source code.
This limitation excludes comments and data definitions.

(3) A module shall nave only one entry statement and one exit
statement.

3.3.8.1.1.2 Top Down Design (TDD). Software shall be designed in a top down
manner. The processing activities of the system shall be identified and
organized beginning with higher levels of organization, i.e., top levels.
These nigher levels shall then be expanded and broken out to include a more
Jetailed definition of the processing activities by identification nf
nubordinate levels. The lowest level of processing shall correspond to the

,),dU le.

3
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..o. .1.5 fop Down Implementation (TDI). The project software shall De
,.mplementeo in a top uown manner as defined herein. Conceptually, top down
implementation proceeds from a single starting point while conventional
implementation proceeds from as many starting points as programs in the
.]eslgn. Tne single starting point does not imply that the implementation must
proceed down the nierarcny in parallel. Some branches intentionally will re
jeve'opea earlier tnan otner branches. For example, user or other external
interfaces might be implemented nefore some of tne other partitions to permit
early demonstration of software subsystem capabilities, partial software
system evaluation, training, or even incremental software system acceptance.
ine project software snail be implementea in a series of RELEASES which shall

provide Vor successive system capabilities.

. Programming Languages. Software for this system snail be
restricted to 5uViAL. J15 as per MIL-STD-15bgB, except for automatic test
equipment, wnere AfiAS as per IEEE STD 7.o-16 s required. If compelling

y st'ficatiori exists, the following languages are allowea:

a. runr(AN as per ANSI STD X3.9-1976 (FORTRAN 77) (with or without the
additlon of MIL-ST-I753).

CUbu. ds per IFiS PUB 21-!.

3.3..l.3. Structurea Cooing fequirements. Computer programs coded for the
system snall employ only the control constructs listed below. These
constructs snall ce built using logically equivalent language simulations.

instructions in the language used shall follow the graphic representations in

Figure I.

a. SEQUENCE. Sequence of two or more operations.

o. IF-THEN-ELSE. Conditional branch to one of two mutually exclusive
operations and continue.

c. DO-WHILE. Operation repeated while a condition is true. Test is
before operation.

d. DO-ONTIL. Operation repeated until a condition becomes true. Test is
after operation.

e. CASE. Select one of many possible cases.

3.b. Operating System (OS) Requirements. The OS shall conform to the
following requirements:

a. The OS shall be a vendor-supplied, off-the-snelf package.

D. uS augmentations shall be allowed but shall be limited to new
software. No augmentations snail ho permitted to be embedded within the
vendor supplied OS software; a separate interface shall be provided.

c. No US interface or augmentation software shall compromise the

capability of the OS vendor to provide maintenance over the life cycle of the

systems.

4
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d. No instructions shall be executed that will cause the computer to halt

processing pending an external event, except by the OS. An exception to this

restriction shall be permitted for augmentations to the OS where the
augmentation is designed as an extension of the processing control of the OS.
The exception is subject to review and approval by the Government.

(M)3.3.8.3 Firmware Requirements. Computer programs and data loaded in a

class of memory that cannot be dynamically modified by the computer during
processing shall be considered firmware. Requirements on firmware shall De
the same as those on software. Use of firmware snail be subject to approval

by the Government.

3.3.8.4 Software Utility Services. This support software shall provide the
following minimum capabilities:

a. Compilation.

b. Assembly which produces relocatable object code.

c. Linking type loader.

d. Generation, maintenance, and initialization of storage media for

programs and data.

e. Diagnostics to support fault isolation.

f. Editing and debugging tools.

3.3.8.5 Message Generation. The generation of error/diagnostic messages

shall make a distinction between (1) the requirements for on-line messages to
facilitate real-time fault isolation required to maintain the system in

operational status and (2) the logging of fault messages onto system files
for the category of faults which require isolation and correction but can be

addressed off-line and do not degrade the system performance. The required

processing time to identify and generate an error/diagnostic message either
for on-line or off-line isolation and correction shall not degrade the

operational requirements of the system.

a. Processor message and advisory formats shall not require additional
interpretation by the operator, such as table lookups and references to

documentation, with the exception of lengthy diagnostic procedures to be

followed by the operator following an abnormal condition.

b. No computer program shall generate a message or advisory identical to
one generated by the OS or by another program.

c. Off-line error messages shall contain as a minimum the following
information:

(1) Time error was detected.

(2) Textual description of error condition.

5
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(3) Required operator action where applicable.

(4) Contents of instruction register and program counter at time of

error.

(5) Ientification of trig,->ing module.

(o) Computer program or system execution status following the error.

On-line error messages snail contain as a minimum tne information in Items
(1), (e), and (3) above.

3.3.8.c Program Coding Conventions. Software shall conform to required
coding conventions stated below.

a. Eacn line of source code snall contain no more than one statement.

b. Source code shall be clearly and conspicuously annotated to explain
all inputs, outputs, branches, and other items not implicit in the code itself.

c. Names of operator commands, data entries, program components,
variables, procedures, and other software components shall be consistent with
those used in system design.

d. Code snail be written such that no code is modified during execution.

(M)3.3.b.7 Character Set Standards. Character sets shall conform to
standards in NBS-FIPS-PUB-l Standard Code for Information Interchange, ANS
X3.4-1978.
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"-l-3. Mcdel Systes Specification Section Four

A. .S&~~2 I SINS:

. ra'. Tnils s-cticot, ipecifies te requirements for formal verification
t r, 1 ir or, (Orist ruct.m and performance of the XXX yste'r in order to
,. .. a.. requirer ts of Section 3 of tnis

a . ,: r t r, e req,,rements of Sectior j, nrr is to e verified
y *:.,-errg :-st ,a vZ,tiojj is specified in Tabe uy its

.r::ter. Develcpment Test and Evaliaticn (DT&E) shall

e ,,r ed at : ,t cr c,.,rtractor) facilltles. Operations Test and
iv. .". a~on £if~J 'ai" te dcc,):r]isred at

f - 'ties.

i tv fr Veri'_ fcate on. General responsibility relating to
tet d eva'u~ti 6.e iv.-:, herein; specific details are given in the

oState .ork . Tne ESD Program Office (PC) will be the
es;-;.[ 11e -est , a' ,.ation (FTO) and will be resposLI e for the overall
o,..eent of' te t ,na cva Iuat orn of tne YXX systpm. Gocvernment
representative(s) aosigrea y tre H70 will witness all formal test activities,
1,u>F t e cct,tractor is notlf a otrerwise by tne PCO, ano will certify test

4. l.2' Sj, Qa iSt ( ca'nl). (Examples of special tests could be
e: r r, l2, SlV, I:'est etc.)

.2 :ua2ity Co'f,-ri._ce 1 ,,ection. Requirements for formal tests of system,
fu:ictional area, and CI/CPCI performance design claracteristics and
o,'-ra'.ility as deftr;ec in Section 3 shall be accomplisned as specified in the
XXX verification cross reference matrix. The explanation of the XXX test
verificatiou cross reference methods, and the verification tests are specified
below.

4.2.2 VtrfTcation Crc(ss Reference Matrix. XXX's verification cross
reftrv:,ce ratrf x is cortained in Table . The verification cross
rt-Lrerce matrix identifies all Section 3 requirements by paragrapn number and
title, netrjcc(s) of verification, and test(s) where verification shall oe
perlormed. Ine verification methods are indicated by tne notations: I
(ir spection), A (analysis), D (demonstration) ind 7 (test). The
verification tests are indicated by the notation P (preliminary qualification
t ent/irformal test), F formal qualification test), S (system integration
test) anri O (operatioral test and evaluation). All tests associated with a
r'quirement shall be listea uy notation(s), (P, F, S, anc/or 0) under the
api.ropriate metnodks) of vcrification.

4.e.2 Metrods of Verification. Tne definition of inspection, analysis,
demo!Istratinn, and test are defined below.

4.2.2.1 Irs-,ection. Verification by visual examination of the item,
reviewing dt.scriptive documentation, and comparing the appropriate
cnaracteristics witrI d referen-e standard to determine conformance to
requirements. Tnis incluaes mechanical inspection of equipment, verification
of accuracy and completeness of documentation, data storage table structure
arid capacity, and computer program source code audits.

8
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4.?.2.2 Ana'ysis. Verification by evaluation or simulation using
mathematical re resentatioris, charts, graphs, circuit diagrams, or data
reduction. Itis includes anal~ysis of algorithms independent of computer
lmi.-nertaticin, analytical conclusions drawn from test data, and extension of
test-produeed data to untested conditions.

4.2-3 L4-morstrat - on. Verification by operation, movement or adjustment of
the Item under a specific condition to perform the desired funclion. Tnis
includes content and acc~uracy of displays, comparison of system products with
Independently derived test cases, primpt systfam recovery from inv~iced failure
conditions, and verification of reliability, maintairnability, and avaiability.

4.2.2..d Te t . Verification tlrou ;n isystematic exercising of' the apphi~able
Item under all appro;priate conditions with i.nstrumentation ana col-ect*,on,
analysis, and evaluation of quatntitative data. This includes electrical
continutty, proper c'peratiihg volltaees, correct ground'ig tc,7eran-,e of
interference, correct comp'iter program control flow, correct comput-er program
data flow and acceptance of proper ranges of values.

4.2.3  Verifica ti on Tests. Formal verification tests snall be estabDisned to
assu~re thie XXX software meets all requrelents allocated to software
elements. These test!: shall consist of L'evebopment Test and Evaluation (UT&E.)
and Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E).

4.2-3.1 bevteic- mnerit. "Is a-vl Evalu:ttior (IT&E. DT&E is accomplist-ed t)
verify thrat the CPCIs) msets performance and design requirements. DT&E
conisists of i'lTs, 4Ts, and an SIT.

~4.2-3.1~ CFCI Preliminry Qualification Tests (PQTs). Tests conducted for
those functions or CPC~s) which are critical to the CPCI. The selector of
critical functions to be tested curing PQT may be based on time or performance
critical requirements.

4.2.3.1.2 CPCI Fo-rm-al Qualification Tests kFQTs). Tests accomplished to
verify that each CPC meets tne requirements of its CPCl specif. cation and that
the requirements of 3.3.6 herein, nave been met. Program and group programs
shall be tested to verify that they perform their intended function properly
and to verify the interoperability of each CPC with all other CPCs. This
process shall be applied to the individual software CPC of each CPCI and shall
be continued until all programs have been verified.

4.2.3.1-3 System lntegration Test (SIT). Test conducted to provide that all
CPCs and CPCI(s) woring together meet all system performance requirements.
SIT verifies that the full configured XXX performance is in accordance with
requirements of the specifications. SIT shall be performed on the first
article.

I4.2-3.2 Operation Test and Evaluation (OT&E). OT&E determines whether the
system will satisfactorily perform the function for which it is designed in
the mission environment.

9
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Section 2. Statement of Work

2-1. Review ESD-TR-77-16, SOW Preparation Guidebook.

2-2. Review Figure 11-2-1, Sow Checklist for Computer Resources.

2-3. Review and adapt Figure 11-2-2, Model Computer Program Management Task
for a Full Scale Development (FSD) Statement of Work (SOW).

2-4. Contact ESD/OCH for use of the automated SOW available as part of the
Computer Generated Acquisition Document System (CGADS).

2-5. Review and adapt Figure 11-2-3, Sample SOW Paragraph for ATLAS

Requirement if software for support equipment is to be developed under the

contract.

11
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&vgure -2-. SOW Cnecklist for Computer Resources

'€ Those items succeeded by an (M) are mandatory.

,M). Has the contractor been tasked with preparing, updating and
ie.,ivering the Computer Program Development Plan (CPDP) IAW the DID? (AFE
ouu-:,, Vol I1, Para 5-9) (Note: If a CPDP was required as part of IFPP, SOW
usual-y requires delivery of final CPDP and as required updates). Has the
(,or,tractor oeen tasKed to adnere to tne CPDP?

zkM). Has the contractor been tasked with adhering to the computer
'g-ram r_quiremects -sted in ?ara 3.b of tne system specification?

M). Has the contractor oeen tasked with treating firmware as software?
,., sy-l ., Vol , ArSC Sup 1)

- .§;,es tne ,)w c'oniain requirements similar to those listed in

w'o. LooL j ,as for software development?

,M)- has tr, e "ontractor Deer tasked with the preparation of oeve-opment
,£na ,rou" <. specficationsY (PFH 800--IL, Vol li, Chapter 7 and

M :i,. .'as tn 
,  

') , ctcr neln tasked witr Prel lmi';ir,' and rorma-

,jal .ication :esting and ystem integration Testing of each Computer Program

.ani urat.on Item Ln accordance with contractor prepared, AF approvec test

p-ans and proceaure-s! (NUTi:: PQT responsibility may be aelegated to the

critractor and no . spe:iflfca li. identified as a separate test) (AFR ,3&--
,

Vol ii, Para 5-3 ano AFh o0-14)

1.M;. Have the specific Ooerational Test and Evaluation requirements an')

contractor responsibilities been clearly defined'. (AFR 600-1a, Vol I, Para

b(M). Has the contractor been taskea with the development of a Software
Qua.hty Assurance (SQA) Program in accordance with MIL-S-52779A. (AFSCR 7-1)

?M). Has tne cuntractor neen tasked with preparing, delivering, and
updating the S.A Plan or been tasked with incorporating the SQA Plan in the
CiUP lAW the b.Di (Note: Delivery in not mandatory, iri wo ec case iAW DlI,

2 r. appea-.i

1)(M). has the contractor oeen tasked with requestng a Computer Prograrr

,Jent'.jicatlon Number t;i"N for each CPCI and using this CIPIN along with the
speoirtcation numoer on ail documentation pertaining to the CPCI in accordance

witn tne bL'b. kA~ib OUO-l', Vol ii, Para 6-5) bl-E-jl)A shuld appear r,
t;ne .rtii. J A13o, tnis tasking may be in a configuratio. rjanagement tasK.

Have -W considerations been made an item for PMRs'?

1z. Are preliminary design reviews and critical design reviews lAW
M -TD-1521A required for all CPCIs with agendas and minutes prepared by the
contractor and delivered iAW the DID? (May be contained in the Neviews and

Audits lask.)

12
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13. Has software/computer resources been included as a possible topic for

technical intercha:ige meetings?

14. Are functional and physical configuration Audits IAW MIL-STD-1521A
required for each CPCI? (These may be combined. Also, the tasking may be in
a reviews and audits task.)

15. Is the contractor tasked with preparing IAW MIL-STD-483 and
delivering IAW the DID configuration management related data for CPCIs? (Eng.
engineering change proposals version description documents, configuration
index, change status report (computer program), specification notice (computer
program). Also, this tasking may be in a configuration management task.)

16. Is the contractor tasked with using ATLAS (Common ATLAS as defined in
the IEEE Std 716-1982 or its approved successor) as the HOL for a:: support I
equipment software? (See Model SOW paragraph, figure 11-2-3..'

13
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Figure 11-2-2. Model Computer Program Management Task for a Full
Scale Development (FSD) Statement of Work (SOW)

The following is a model Computer Program Management Task for a Full-Scale
Development Statement of Work. This model task doesn't include all the work
the contractor has to do in relation to software. So, when writing the
Computer Program Management Task, a cross check of the other tasks will be
required to insure all the work is specified. The following is a list of some
of the software tasks not included in the Computer Program Management Task
(also listed after the subject is where the task is usually specified and the
appropriate wording that is included).

A. Computer Program Identification Numbers (CPINs)
(Usually asked for in the Configuration Management Task)

The contractor shall request a CPIN for eacn CPCI in accordance with the
CDRL. The contractor shall use the CPIN along with the specification number
on all documentation pertaining to the CPCI.

B. Reviews and Audits
(Usually asked for in the System Engineering Task)

As part of the system engineering process, the contractor shall conduct
the following contractual reviews IAW MIL-STD-1521A.

C. Testing
(Usually asked for in the Test and Evaluation Task)

Figure 11-2-3. Sample SOW Paragraph for ATLAS Requirement

NOTE: This paragraph should be included in the SOW when software for support
equipment is to be developed under the contract.

"All test programs must be coded in ATLAS (Common ATLAS as defined in the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Std IEEE 716-1982 or its
approved successor). Any deviations from the standard must have prior
approval of the appropriate authorities. In such cases, the contractor must
fully justify and document all such deviations/extensions."

14
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TASK XX

Computer Program Management

XX.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The contractor shall design and develop the computer programs to satisfy
the design and performance requirements in Specification No. XXX. The
contractor's approach to software development under this contract shall
conform to that approach presented in the contractor-prepared, government
approved, Computer Program Development Plan (CPDP) which shall be delivered
and updated by the contractor in accordance with the DID. The PCO's approval

of the CPDP snail not relieve the contractor from complying with any of the
requirements of this contract. All computer programs shall be controlled in
accordance with the requirements established in the Configuration Managemernt
Task of this SOW.

The overall intent of this task and the computer programming renuirements
of paragraph 3.3.8 of Specification No. XXX is to mandate minimum computer

programming requirements; this shall not preclude exceeding these minimum
requirements.

XX.2 Software Development Technologies/Management Practices

All computer programming accomplished under this contract shall be
accomplisned in accordance with the management practices, tools/teenniques,
and programming and organizational structure as defined in the CPDP and the
following software development technologies a,- definel in .3peification No.
XXX, paragraph 3.3.8:

a. Top Down Design

b. Top Down Implementation

c. Use of Hign Order Language

d. Structured Coding

The rontractor's approach to implementing each of these development
tecknc, logies'management practices shall be defined in the CPDP. The
pproaches described 'n the CPDP shall become effective upon contract award

and shall remain in effect through final acceptance of all project software by
the ?CO. Tne Government reserves the right to review or inspect documenta t ior
or facilities which verify compliance with development tehntiologiesmana ment
practices defined in the CPDP.

AX.i LIFE CYCLE ACTIVITIES

XX. .l AnaLyses

The .-.ntractor shall analyze the requirements of' Specification No. XXX and
:,,compli3n the fA. lowing studies. r ,se 'il be preparei and delivered IAW

15
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XX.3.1.1 Sizing and T iming Analysis

The contractor snail perform a detailed sizing and timing analysis of each
CPCI. The contractor snail combine the results of these analyses to determine
the composite sizing and timing requirements. The contractor shall also
examine in detail the dependence of the sizing and timing requirements on the
overall. system design. [NOTE: For large systems, requiring sizing and timing
analysis to tne CPL level may be more appropriate. If the referenced
paragraphs of tne system specification for the system being addressed do not
contain information on software utility services, then the last sentence of
Paragrapn XX.3.2.1 Should not be used.]

XX.3.1.2 Data base Architecture Analysis

The contractor snall examine tne data base architecture as a critical
topic in software design. Alternate approaches to data base management,
addressing, and directory structure snail be investigated by the contractor
(in terms of memory requirements, access and update timing, and ease of data
0ase expansion) in order to determine an approacn whicn achieves the access,
buffering and queueing capabilities required to meet the functional
requirements.

XX.3.l.3 Risk Analysis

The contractor shall define and analyze areas of software risk.

XX.3.2 Design

The contractor snail document the rationale supporting his system design
1AW the DID as follows:

XX.3.2.1 Software Design Criteria and Decisions

The contractor shall define the design criteria and decisions for all
software by graphic representation and supportive text (i.e., software
diagrams, interface definition, trade studies, or rationale). The contractor
may propose to develop the software using a different set of software utility
services than will be delivered with the system. In this case, the contractor
shall demonstrate that the delivered software utility services meet the
operation, maintenance, and training capabilities specified in Paragraphs
3.1.7, 3.5.1, and 3.6.2, respectively, of Specification No. XXX prior to
system test. [NOTE: For large systems, requiring sizing and timing analysis
to the CPL level may be more appropriate. If the referenced paragraphs of the
system specification for the system being addressed do not contain information
on software utility services, then the last sentence of Paragraph XX.3.2.1
snould not oe used.]

XX.3.2.2 Hardware Selection Criteria and Decisions

The criteria and decisions for the selection of all computer hardware
shall be defined and delivered to the Government in the form of supportive
text IAW the DID.

16
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[NOTE: The information can be included in .ne Data Item Desc'iIti' ,DID) for

a Technical Report (DI-S-3591A) or in the CPD! DID (DI-S-30567A). In either

case, modification of the DID is required.]

XX.3.2.3 CPCI Organizatior and Decomposition

A complete list and the rationale behind the organization of CPCIs shall

be defined and delivered to the Government. Appendix XVII of MIL-STD-483
shall be used as a guide. The following snall apply to the organization of

CPCIs:

a. The number of CPCIs shall be minimized.

b. CPCIs shall not be organized across vendor product lines. That
is, a CPCI shall operate and be tested on a single vendor computer system.

c. A separate CPCI shall be provided for each unique OS. A unique
OS is defined to be a single vendor product which controls the allocation of
computer resources for a single vendor computer system.

d. A separate CPCI shall be provided for each unique set of software
utility services. Unique software utility services are defined as the set of

software utility services (compilers, assemblers, diagnostics, and editors)
which a vendor provides to support a single computer system.

XX.3.3 Testing

The contractor shall test the project software in accordance with Section

4 of Specification No. XXX, the CPDP, and the Test and Evaluation Task of this

SOW using contractor prepared, government approved test plans and procedures.
The contractor shall prepare a separate Test Plan, Test Procedures and Test
Report for each CPCI IAW the DID.

XX.3.3.1 System Integration Testing

The contractor shall conduct system integration testing in order to

demonstrate that the total system meets the requirements of the system
specification. The contractor shall provide all necessary software and

hardware test tools to demonstrate these requirements. These tools shall be
reviewed by the Government prior to beginning system integration testing.

XX.3.4 Documentation

In accordance with paragraph 3.3.8 of Specification No. XXX, the
Configuration Management Task of this SOW, and the CDRL, the contractor shall

deliver to the Government the documentation for design, quality assurance,

delivery, installation, operation, maintenance support and all other
requirements for all generated Configuration Items (CIs), and Computer Program

Configuration Items (CPCIs). Computer program specifications, vendor supplied
operating systems and software utility services documentation, user's manuals,

reference manuals and maintenance manuals shall be prepared and delivered in
accordance with the DID.
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£ne application of top down modular design, implementation and structured
protjrammin6 concepts in tne subject contract may encourage tne Use of new
s)f tware documentation methods. Tnerefore, the contractor may describe
io-umenitationi techniques in the CPDP wnich meet or exceed the requirements Of
present a65 aria/or C5 standards. Government review and approval of all
alternat,- b, and,/or C5 documentation snall be accomplisnea prior to

-')r a- rirnware generated n)y tne contractor, documentati.on of the
computer programs and data snall be in accordance witn MIL-STL-83, Appendix

*or XV.. 'ne memory portion arid the hardware portion snall be oJocumrented Jr,
accrcaicewith MIL-STD-4qU, Appendixes 11 and VIII.

XX.,, SUIllotiT SUrFTwihE

Toe term "support software" refers '.o tne collective support of tne
Operating System (US) and software utility services as described in paragraph
3_.6 of' Lpecification No. XXX.

ne term "off-tre-snelf" refers to an item wnicn has neen, produced ; nd
placed in stock DY a contractor prior to the contractor receiving orders or
contracts for the sale of the item. in addition, the item must (') nave been
delivered to at least one customer (military/federal or commercial), (2) have
passed said Customer acceptance testing, and (3) oe operating under said
customer control within the user environment. The contractor may produce the
item to eitner commercial or military/federal item specifications or
descriptions. Off-thie-shelf items include items stocked by distributors for
which overnmenit contracts may be received.

Tne contractor snall identify all off-the-snelf support software necessary
to develop, produce, operate, modify and maintain the project sofware. This
description snail. be available for Government Review and Approval and
lellverej IAW the bib.

.nie Ou,,pport software shall ue iiet;Ified in the CP~r and shall operate on
a contractor defined computer system, wnich is subject to Government
approval. All support software inall ne capable of being executed using a
standlard off-the-shElf operating systemn wnich meets the requirements of
paragraph 3.3.d of opecific:ation ao. XXX.

XX.5 LD~T~ EL)VEL~uPM NT l V~~

XX'.ISoftware Reviews

Tnt, conitractor snrall report --. the Government On the status of the design,
coding, testing, documentation, and maintenance of -all project software as
part or' the rerogram Montriiy He-vmeus. I'he software reviews shall address the
contract progress KC the softIwsr- ieveloument acti'ities -ip to the date of toe
ceview ar.A shall ire -uoe v isuai I.~t~ addrefssing sroject software- I,,wr,
to the mo.ule level lno-;uiri tri and timing data. In adu i,,)n, the
software reviews shdl. in1) rve f thep status :' toe ranagement
iractice3 a-nd tool, toknii. queswc urogramr orgari.tt,,ona' I tructure.
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XX.5.2 Informal Software Development Reviews

The Government reserves the right to inspect any information or

documentation generated by the contractor and subcontractor personnel assigned
to this tasK or to witness any test associated with this task at any time
within the normal work schedule of such personnel. It is the intent of the

Government to have access to contractor information/documentation relating to

this task at the contractors facility without interfering with the contractor

and the performance of this task.

XX.5.3 Formal Reviews

The formal review procedures as described in the System Engineering Task

of this SOW shall be applied to all computer programming efforts.

XX.6 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

The contractor shall comply with the following documents to the extent

specified:

Tailored

Number and Date Title Application

spec number spec title All

Spec date

MIL-STD-483 Configuration Management Sections 1-6

31 December 1970 Practices for Systems App. XVII, XVI, VI
Notice 2 Eauipment, Munitions and

21 March 1979 Computer Programs

MIL-STD-490 Specification Sections 1-6
30 October 1968 Practices App. II, VIII
Notice I

I Feoruary 1969
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cctlon 3. Instructions for Pr'paratlon of Proposal (IFPP)

3-1. in3ure that tne IFPP is consistent witn Lne Advanced Procurement Plan,

the Source Selection Plan, .na particularly the evaluation criteria.

3-2. Review F1 6 ure 11-3-1, IFPP Checklist for Computer Resources.

3-3. Review Figure 11-3-2, Model Data Rights Requirement for IFPP.

4-4. Review Fi6 ure 11-3-3, Morel Computer Resource Requirements for

Management Volume of IFPP.
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Figure 11-3-1, IFPP Checklist for Computer Resources

NOTE: Items succeeded by an (M) are mandatory.

I. Does the IFPP contain inputs similar to those listed in ESD/ALEQ's
model IFPP paragraph?

2. Is the proposer required to submit a preliminary Computer Program
Development Plan (CPDP) and Software Quality Assurance Plan (SQAP) with his
oroposal? (SQAP may be included as part of the CPDP per AFR 74-1.) If not,
is software specifically required to be covered in the technical and
management volumes of tne proposal?

3. Is the proposer required to address tne alternatives listed below?

(a) Lease vs purchase of equipment and programs.

(b) Computer modularity from a growth vs cost and schedule standpoint.

(c) Computer program modularity from a maintainability vs cost and
schedule standpoint.

(d) Proposed use of existing software.

4(M). Is the proposer required to include waiver information with his
proposal if he plans to use a non-standard HOL? (AFR 300-10 including AFSC
Sup I and AFSC Sup 1 to AFR 800-14, Vol I)

5. Is the proposer required to address areas of risk in the development
of computer hardware and software with regard to schedule and cost impact?

6. Do the selection criteria include management of computer resources and
software development methodology?
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Figure 11-3-2. Model Data Rights Agreement

NOTE: These paragraphs should be tailored as appropriate and can be required
in almost any volume of the proposal depending on the topic to be stressed
(e.g., cost, technical, iogistics).

X.X.X INSTRUCTIONS PERTAINING TO SPECIAL DATA PROVISIONS:

Offerors shall submit a Summary Letter on Data and Software/Firmware
Rights setting forth in full their proposal (including all subcortractors'
positions) regarding such technical data and computer software/firmware
rights. This Summary Letter snall take precedence over any other statement In
the offeror's proposal with regard to technical data and computer
software/firmware rights. Written guarantees from subcontractors (at all
tiers) setting forth their position on data and software/firmware rights snall
also be included as attachments to the Suimmary Letter including their express
agreement to accept the requirement of DAR 7-104.9(a) that it be flowed down
to all suocontracts. The Summary Letter and the subcontractor guarantees
snail separately address each subcontractor's position regarding technical
data and computer software/firmware rights in regard to (a) follow-on
competitive operation and maintenance service contracts and (b) follow-on
competitiva production contracts, as described below.

(a) it is the requirement of the Government to nave the opportunity to
compete follow-on O&M Service contracts. It is therefore required that all
tecnnical data and computer software/firmware to be furnished uncer this
solicitation be furnished with the rights as set forth in the Rights in
Technical Data and Computer Software clause DAR 7-104.9(a). Specifically,
note tnat subparagraph (o)(1)(vii) of the clause requires that all manuals or
instructional materials prepared or required to be delivered under this
contract or any subcontract hereunder for installation, operation, maintenance
or training purposes shall be provided to the Government with unlimited rights.

(b) The Government additionally requires the ability to competitively
procure any follow-on production or Operation and Maintenance (O&M)
requirements for the XXX whicn may be ultimately produced after Phase XXX of
the contract contemplated by this solicitation. Therefore, it is necessary to
obtain a technical data and computer software/firmware package suitable for
use in competitive reprocurement of the system and its components and
competitive procurement of O&M. For this reason, it is required that the
offerors and their subcontractors submit to the PCO for approval a plan for
avoiding tne use of any restricted rights computer software/firmware or items,
components, software/firmware and processes for which technical cata would
qualify l'or limited rights under the criteria of DAR 7-104.9(a) tuch that the
rignts provided the Government would be inadequate for such competitive
follow-on procurement. In addition to the minimum restricted rights in
computer software/firmware and limited rights in technical data pursuant to
DAR 7-104-9(a), the Government requires as a minimum the additional right to
disclose add have used by third parties any such technical data or computer
software/firmware required under the contract including Phase XXX CLIN YYYY
"Option for Additlonal Technical Data and Computer Software", for the purposes
of competitive procurement of tne XXX system. Where necessary, these
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additional rights shall be acouired by the Government under Special Provision
ZZ, "Option for Government to Acquire Additional Pights in Technical Data and
Computer Software, Direct Licensing or Technical Additional SubjeCt to
EQuitable Adjustment in Price" and CLIN YYYY "Option for Additional Technical
Data and Computer Software".
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Figure 11-3-3. Model Computer Resource Requirements for Management Volume of
IFPP

NOTE: If .ne contractor is asKed to deliver a preliminary CPDP with his
proposal, the following model iS not needed.

X.X Computer Software Development/Management

X.X.i Organizations, Scneoules and Resources

a. Organizations

(1) Show the prime and subcontractor's tecnnical orgalzatin
structure, responsibilities, interfaces, sill requirements, and lines of
communication for his program office for the subject contract.

(2) Show the organizational responsibility and structure of the

software development office(s), both prime and subcontractco*.

b. Deliverables/Documentation

(1) Describe the approach for developing computer program
documentation to include preliminary, interim and final versions.

(2) Describe any new software documentation tools/tecnniaues wnich
meet or exceed the requirements of present B5 and/or C5 standards whtch you
intend to use on the subject contract. This description snail identify the
specific alternatives by descrlbing the necessary changes to the content and
format of tne B5 and/or C5 standards as described in MIL-STD-483. Any
proposed changes shall at a minimum describe the equivalency features between
existin6 cocumentation requirements of the standard B5 and/or C5 and the
proposed alternative(s). Discuss the relationship of the documentation to top
down design and structured programming.

(3) Describe the approach to computer program in-line commenting.

(4) Describe your methodology for choosing CPCIs.

c. Progress/Status Reporting

(1) Describe your approach to software development program
reporting.

(2) Describe your approach to identifying and surfacint, software
development problems.

(3) Describe the methods and procedures for collecting, analyzing,
monitoring, and reporting on the size and timing of CPCIs.

(4) Describe the conduct of all internal project reviews.
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d. Facilities

(i) identify software development facilities to be used.

(2) Identify all computer resources including simulators,
prototypes, etc., to be used.

(3) identify all testing resources to be used.

(4) Identify all tools, deliverable and not deliverable, that are
planned for use In the development of the testing of the computer programs.

e. Software Design Production Schedule

(i) Detailed software schedule. This schedule will be a graphic
representation of the detail development milestones, scheduled activities and
deliverables. The grapnic network shall include an identification of oritical
path elements. The contractor's schedule shall identify the time allocated
for the Government's review of software and hardware related data ubmlsslorq.

(2) A list of delivery dates for all operational and support
hardware, operational and support software, and each data submission by
document number/title will be included.

f. Labor Phasing

(1) Provide a proposed schedule for labor phasing by labor
category per month that will be allocated to each CPCI. Table 1 shall be
completed for tne composite expenoiture of manpower allocated for each CPCI.
Additionally, a definition of labor categories will be provided.

(2) Describe the positions and the experience level of personnel
to be used in each phase of the software development cycle.

(3) Identify any key personnel in the software development area,
their anticipated position, their qualifications and their responsibilities.

X.X.2 Software Development and Testing Methodology. This description shall
identify the contractor's experience with each of the software development and
testing methodologies to be applied to the subject contract. This description
shall distinguish between existing contractor capabilities and those
capabilities to be implemented solely for the subject contract.

a. Software Requirements

The offeror is reauired to use an approved standard High Order Language (HOL)

for the system In accordance with System Specification X.X.X. If use of an
HL is not feasible, a Justiflcation for use of an alternate language must be
submitted containing Information as indicated in (2) below.

(1) Discuss the effects of the proposed language(s) on top down
design, structured programmng, data Oase design, manpower and software
rn.'enRce. Provide a dencriptlon of each language translator Includlng its
,PvP' f o.MIzAtl~ol And M,1-o "apaOIlIties. The offeror shall C'o1i(Er tho
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t2) Discuss your approach to implementing the reauirexent l'or
using d single approved HOL. If the offeror feels that the software must be
coded Ln a non-standard HOL or assembly language, identify the language
proposed and demonstrate that this selection will satisfy requirements more
effectively. Tnis tradeoff analysis should assess programming language
selection effect on manpower, schedule, system performance and software
maintenance.

(3) Describe your approach to analyzing system requirements and
deriving tne detailed functional requirements. Show the mapping of functional
requirements to CPCIs.

(4) Describe tne software risk areas and the approacn to

minimizing these risks.

b. Design

(1) Describe top down design methodologies to be used.

(2) Describe your approach to data base design.

(3) Describe your plan for insuring program growth, modularity and
ease of modification. Also include description of the plan for controlling
computer program growth, to keep it within any imposed limits.

(4) Show the estimated size in each language to be used for each
CPCI.

(5) Describe all existing software to be used, its language, and
the CPCI it will be included in; also include the instruction count in Table 1
for each CPCI.

(6) Describe all modifications to existing software, if any, and
include instruction counts in Table 1 for each CPCI.

(7) Specifically identify all restricted rights software to be
delivered and describe the restricted rights.

c. Code, Debug and Unit Test

(1) Describe your software implementation approach.

(2) Describe all software programming languages, practices,

standards, methods and conventions intended for use on this contract.

(3) Describe all software development documentation and the
procedures which will be used to keep the documents current.

(4) Describe any progress monitoring/reviews.

(5) Describe any computer program problem reporting methods.

(6) Describe your approach to unit level code testing.
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d. Development Testing

(I) Describe the extent of in-plant testing including test

planning, test methods, documentation and test reporting. The general
procedures for reporting, monitoring and resolving program errors and

deficiencies discovered during in-plant testing should be also described.

(2) Describe the method for insuring satisfactory program testing

and Qualification of computer programs. This should include a discussion of

the approach to Preliminary and Formal Qualification Tests.

X.X.3 Software Management and Control

a. Design and Development Controls

Describe your software management practices, tools, and techniques

and bow these will control the risk areas.

b. Configuration Control

(I) Describe facilities and procedures to be used to maintain

configuration control during the software development to include error

correction control during integration and test, as well as development.

(2) Describe facilities and procedures to be used after first

system acceptance, it applicable.

a. Maintenance

(i) Describe methods for in-plant and on-site identification and

correction of software and documentation deficiencies.

(2) Describe the maintenance approach for all vendor supplied
off-the-shelf software (operating systems and utility services).

(3) Describe the maintenance approach for all contractor-developed

software. Include in this description how you conceive the distribution and
installation of patches and other changes to the fielded systems.

(4) Describe the capabilities, tools, and ecuipment to be
delivered for software maintenance.
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Section 4. Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL)

i. Review:

AFR 310-1

AFSCR 310-1 including ESD Sup I

AFR 80-45 and AFSC, ESD Supplements to it.

Acquisition Management Systems & Data Requirements Control List (DOD
5000.19-L Vol II)

2. Review Figure 11-4-1, Table of Software-Related DIDs commonly used at ESD,
for applicability. Modify any DID necessary to meet specific requiremnts and
provide the necessary back-up sheets.

3. Prepare CDRL inputs using Figure 11-4-2, Computer Resources CDRL Checklist
and provide to Data Manager.

4. Insure that every deliverable needed is contained in the CDRL.

5. Contact ESD/OCH for use of the automated CDRL available as part of the
Computer Generated Acquisition Document System (CGADS).

NOTE: Data is expensive. Buying data without a valid requirement is
wasteful, not only of government money but contractor time. All requirements
for data should be reviewed carefully and any redundant or unnecessary data
eliminated. Secondly, another way to reduce the high cost overhead in
purchasing data is to tailor "down" the information required by the data
item. This requires reviewing Block 10 (Preparation Instructions) of the DD
Form 1664 to determine if all the information the contractor has to provide is
needed. If not, those particular paragraphs of data snould oe deleted. This
is done by making the following changes to the form (e.g., DD 1423, AFSC Form
708) used in the CDHL: annotate the data item number with a "I/T" and state
what paragraphs are deleted in the remarks section. A contract Data
Requirement List (CDRL) should reflect data which is useful, important, and
above all, necessary.

NOTE 2: There are three different kinds of unique DIDs
a. Unique DIDs from other commands - still valid
b. Unique DIDs for general ESD use - not valid unless stated in Ira

Reimer letter, see attached letter

c. Unique DIDs for a specific program or project (The Approval Limitation
block would specify if the DID applied to a particular program or contract,
e.g., For use on contract F19C-00-1143) - valid for that particular program or
contract and any follow-on.
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Figure 11-4-2. Computer Resources CDRL ChecKlist

1. Insure adequate software documentation is required for the particular
system being procured.

2. Check for consistency of requirements of the CDRL entries with the SUW.
Every CDRL item must be tied to a specific SOW task. Ensure reference is to
correct SOW paragraph.

3. Check delivery dates of software related DIDs and make sure they are
reasonable (e.g., Part I Specifications delivered about 60 days prior to
Preliminary Design Review (PDR), Partial Draft Part II Specifications
delivered about 60 days prior to Critical Design Review (CDR), Computer
Program Identification Numbers requested prior to CDR, Draft CPCI rest Plan
submitted prior to CDR, and CPCI rest Procedures submitted after Government

approval of Test Plan).

4.(M) As a minimum, have the following Data Item Descriptions (Dls) been
included in the CDRL:

a. Appropriate DIDs for computer program specifications (e.g., Part 1
and Part II, B and C, and/or non-complex CPCI Specifications)
(DI-E-3119B and DI-E-3120B most common)

b. Computer Program Development Plan (CPDP) (usually DI-S-30567A)

c. Software Quality Assurance Plan if a separately deliverable item
(may be included in CPDP or overall QA Plan) (usually DI-R-3521)

d. Actual CPCI/Software end items (e.g., DI-E-30145)

e. Version Description Document (DI-E-3121)

f. Specification Change Notice for computer programs (DI-E-3134)

g. Computer Program Identification Number (CPIN) Request (DI-E-3162A)

h. CPCI Test Plans, Procedures, Reports (OT-DI-E-30152, OT-DI-E-30153,
and OT-DI-E-30154 are recommended).
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Section 5. Development of Source Selection Plan (SSP)

-eview other SSPs for guidance in preparation (contact the ESD Sc¢jrcr

.,lectior Secretariat at Waltham).

-)-2. Review the Source Selection Secretariat Handbook which explains the
iource Selection Process.

. review A R 7u-l Source Selection Policy and Procedures (Para 2.2) which
describes SSP content, preparation, and minimum requirements.

~4. ksist with draft SSP and insure it contains the approach and Government
organizaiion, plus criteria ana schedule for proposal evaluation and

co:tractor selection.

.nz3ure Ordt complies witn PMP directions regarding source selection.

- -.. ;oordinate draft with SEB membership.

- 'rud'nate f~na' 5Th for approval )y Source Selection Authority kSSA).
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Section 6. Evaluation Criteria

6-1. Review AFR 70-15 (Source Selection Policy and Procedures).

6-2. ?eview Source Selection Plan for identification of the evaluation
cr,*A'. -a.

6-3. Insure so!'tware evaluation criteria covers all significant reaulrements
in tne System Specification, SOW & CDRL.

6-i. Are all software criteria known to the contractori? Insure proposals
v11i'. -ot be evaluated against criteria unknown to the contractors.

6-5. insure each criterion includes a reference to tne corresponding
•eur'eC.eot in the RFP package.

6-6. insure Standards of Evaluation are also prepared for evaluating the
cry.tore.

6-7. Are the software criteria detailed enough to require a "how" answer
instead cf a restatement of the reQuirement by the contractor?

6-8. Has a risk analysis of the software requirements been performed? Will
it be used in guiding the evaluation process?

6-9. Ar6 software criteria written to evaluate the contractor's abilities to
meet tne contract requirements?

6-10. Do software criteria exist that will discriminate between the beqt
:ontractors?

6-I. Are software cost criteria realistic? Are they based on reliable
estimates?

6-12. Insure the complete set of management evaluation criteria covers all
management Information required by the CPDP.

6-13. Review Figure 11-6-1, Sample Computer Resources Evaluation Criteria.
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Fl'i1re i--. Sample Computer Resources Evaluation Criteria

.n foll'owing evaluation criteria were taken fror. a sampling of actual
evaluation criteria used at ESD. Twenty-three catagories of evaluation

criteria ara given.

A. Configuration Management

. s nf:,-ration Management properly coordinatedi with SQA?
2. is oftware configuration management a part of Software Qkaiity

Control?
3. Is .iorary Controi properly coordinated woth Configuration Management?
14. Doet tne company provide a list of authorized signatures for

conf-guration control?

. Docs configuration status accounting comply with MIL-STD-483?
6. Ark configuration status reports provided on a regular basis?
7. Doe the company exhibit a written Software Configuration Management

Policy?
6. Is Lnis policy applied to all software projects?
9. Art, software representatives present on hardware CM boards'
i0. Doe6 tne contractor provide for government representation on CM boards?

Are hardware representatives present on software configuration boards?
'2. Doe. tne company present a sample Configuration Management plan?
-3. Is a form provided for software change proposals?
-4. is , form provided for software trouble reports?
15. Is a form provided for software change reports?
16. Is a form provided for software trouble analysis?
.7. is a matched document tracking procedure used?
18. Arc configuration status reports submitted on a regular basis?
19. Are software change approval forms used?
20. Does each required CM board meet on a regular schedule?
21. Is the configuration management office properly staffed?
2 Are EAM/MIS tecnniques utilized for configuration status accounting?
23. Is software configuration authentication properly provided for?
24. Are provisions made for adequately numbering and identifying software

products?
25. Are inter-relatiunships between software and hardware CM clearly

definea?
26. Does the company adequately provide for the assurance that approved

changes are implemented?
27. Does the configuration procedure adequately describe interface

management?
28. Docs tne company exhibit evidence of an ongoing software configuration

control program working successfully on previous projects?

B. Sofware Quality Assurance/Software Quality Control

1. Does the company present a written SQA Policy?
2. Does the company present an SQA plan which they would apply to this

project as 'art of the CPDP?
3. Can tne company present evidence that their QA is working successfully

on other projects?
4. Dos the SQA plan clearly delineate levels of authority and show key

contact personnel?
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5. Does the company exhibit a Libeary Control Doctrine and/or L!brary

'ops' manual?

6. Are the two types of required software library clearly distnrjguiqhed?
7. Are Master Programs always initiated on new certified storage media?
8. Are 'working media' kept separate from Master baseline files?
3. Are library transaction records maintained?
:0. Are library per3onnel qualified as librarians?
11. Does the company have a procedure for work certification?
12. Does the company present a written testing policy and doctrine for

.9oftware?
i3. Does the test engineer function as part of the design team?
14. is toe test engineer a 'ttird party independent functionary' of the

SQA department working with the design team?
;5. Does the company nave an ass.:.gned group which does software trend

ana.ysis?
16. Does the comoany adhere to tne 'Top Down' testing approach?
;.. Does the compary's formal review process adecuately ad~ress the S/W

18. Is t. same level of control (SQA) exeroised over 'non-deliverable' as

'oll verable' SW?

C. Software Development

1. Are the contractor's support software and tools (compilers, etc.)
aoe uate for this oroject?

2. Will the contractor give toe Government full license for all support
of 3oftware 3sed?

3. is tne contractor's support software under Navy Configuration
Man.gement?

4. Does the contractor have a software 'specification writing'
de-vrtmert/cj vislon?

5. Is .he company experienced in writing Military S/W spec. for embedded
,omputer s?

6. Is a qualified mathematician operating as part of the spec group?
7. Does the company advocate the MIL-STD-490 Type 'A' approach to

- pecilfication writing?
8. Does the company propose to develop interface design specifications in

the initial specs?
9. Is the specification plan phase properly defined in the SDP proposal?
10. Ts the 'Top Down' approach to specification writing advocated

Pr'acticed?
11. Is the design approach proposed a true Top Down Hierarchical

'approach'?
12. Is a 'tree structure' design proposed for the PDS?
13. Are illegal design structures proposed?
l&. Does the comDany utilize the 'lead programmer team' principle for

designing software?
15. Is the Lead Team Programmer assigned to write the Program Design

Specification?
16. is te Assistant Lead Team Programmer assigned to w-.te th Data Bane

Dc-ign?
'7.I !s ;ne Lean Programmer fully oualified?
il. 13 >he tesP :2leQu-tely staffed to perform efficiently?
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J. .rne .eam greater tnan eignt persons'
2(G. 1, "r.e team too 3mal?
21. Are team cnannels of" ;orhmunicatic,t.s aaeqLate'y defined?
22. Is- eam memoer wor:-scneauling adequately defined and documented?
2. Dce. ted- QOcLrine aefine orocedures for updating and correcting team

docuMErntat .:
24.. -,:.ne -.taQ ?rogrammer a part of the CCB?
25. Does the team report to the proper level of authority?
26. Dct.s tea, organIzation adequately provide for work scheduling and

moto-in6j.
27. Art ;cam activities and functions properly coordinated witn the SCA

alvis.on?
26. Dcs Lt, team (or eacn team) nave team operetions manuals?
2. Dr eam3 operate continuously on a numoer of scheduled projects?
10. Art: teams .nosen and selected as each project Is developed?
!. Does the company prescribe a well formatted and defined project

notebooK?
ji. Are pro.tcc, noteoooKs kept by the Lead Programmer?

G-. Cen the company snow examples of project notebooks?
3.. Are prog-ammers noteboois kept?
3- C- the company snow examples of 'programmers' notebooks?

S Ar e renea tasks performed by tne appropriate skill levels?
.-. Dc. software designers do their own coding and Keypunching?
. is coding done by team members from a pool of coders, (not team

member s.)?
39. Does the company clearly indicate that coding will begin at the proper

point in tne development cycle?
40. Does the company call for use of PDL techniques?
41. !,. the data base properly defined before module design begins?
42. Are data base designs sufficiently complete before module design

beg. s?
43. Are all module designs submitted to the structured walk-through

process?
44. Are structured walk-tnroughs adequately utilize?
WD. W.. the contractor allow the Government to view tne structured

wali<-tnro 1.n?
4o. Ar. minutes Kept o' the structured wali-tnroughs?
4',/. Ar, user manuals developed concurrently with system designs?
48. Are test plans initiated concurrently with program designs?
49. Ia the test engineer a member of the SQA department working with the

team?

D. F-illt..es Evaluation

i. £w, s the company own and manage their own computer facility?
2. De.s the company use terminals which tie into large facilities (not

company oeeo)?
3. Are worving spaces for programmers adequate?
4. Des the company maintain separate libraries for documents and

programs?
- tne so:tware program library properly equipped?
6. . the software library area air conditioned?
7. Are iibrary storage areas overfilied and poorly kept?
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. Does the company maintain a ready stock of 'fresh', i.e., certified,

magneti.c tapes, paper, etc.?
0. Is general security adequate?
L0. is library security adequate?

E. Previous Experience

I. Is this company experienced in developing Real Times App.te ..D
3oftware for embedded oomputers?

, Has this company had experience with Government/Military c '. t, 3?

3- Has the company developed software utilizing MIL-S-52779?

F. 3taff i

1. is the Program Management staffed with a Senior System Pr rnr er

Enginee'?
2. Are the lead programmers PHds and/or System Engineer3"

Are the assistant lead programmers staffed by MA degrees - Copvte.

Scince. and !,elated fields with 5 or more years experience?
Are the algorithm programmers BA degrees wttn 5 or more yea-'

x p ' - e e o r e q u i v a l e n t ) -e r e k w t
Are the programming language specialists eauivalent to BA degrees wth

3 ce more years experience?
6. Does the test engineer nave a BA degree and 5 or more years experience?
7, Does the clerical help for the lead programming team reflect good

stenographic quality?
8. Are the librarian/library personnel qualified librarians?

9. Are Configuration Management Engineers qualified by a BA degree and 5
or mo-e years experience (or equivalent)?

10 Are the SOA engineers experienced in QA and in software?

U]. Are the Speoifications Writers MA or PhD level of educatirn wilh or

ro:.e years experlence?
!-. Is a senior Mcthematician (PhD) available as part of the c e loatior

te-""7

G. Management

I. Does the company present a written Project Management (PM) Plar as an
examp!le?

2. L- a project manager designated or proposed to be designated Is,- this
project?

;. Are names and telephone numbers of key people made available t-rough
th Plan?

Is clear des!ription of 'workflow' presented in the Pro. 4 cOt

Vlnaseme-t Flan?
5. A-e project management review procedures specified by tbe M Plan

aleouate'i
. oes the company project management plan indicate that an Rtahbished

infarral review process is working in this company?
7. Are formal project reviews held within the company as a matter of

re Decedureq for company reviews clearly soelled out in %oMD?,y
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9. 1_ a clear Work Breakdown Structure, matrixed to individual SOW tasks,
preented'.,

10. Can tne Work Breakdown Structure De adequately related to specific
cost f'actor 3 ?

.is Wor.< Load Analysis data collected and evaluated?
ID. Doe3s t.. management nave adequate tools for monitoring cost trends?
13. Are milestones clearly identified in the project managers plan?
14. lK an Assignment Plan Responsibility Matrix with correct time phase

relatlonsr.ip availaole and presented?
15. I- tne project manager's relationship to other organizations defined?
16. Is the end product deliverable specifically identified in the project

management plan?

H. Subcontractor Control

i. Does the contractor plan to subcontract tnis project software?
2. Does the subcontractor present a written set of specifications and

3Landards for subcontracting software?
3. Are these specifications and standards in compliance with MIL-S-52779A?

I. Library Change Control

1. Does Lhe company have a written set of Procedures for Library Change
Control?

2. Are change pages on each document?
3. I . a current catalog maintained of all project software documentation?
4. Does thiu catalog provide for current configuration change status?
5. Are minimum classified security requirements met?
6. Does tne library change control procedure clearly inter-relate with CM?
7. Is a stringent control of computer baseline documentation evident?
8. Is a 'matcned document' receipt control procedure provided for all

changes?
9. KT gooD traceability apparent?

J. L..orary Security

1. Are 1.brary security measures wrltoen and explained?
2. Are all libraries designated as limited access areas?
3. Are access control points designated?
4. Are library custodians named and designated?
!. Dc library custodians nave the proper level of security clearance?
6. Is a library authorized access list maintained.'
I. !. a Log maintained of all access to tne library area?
8. Are safes/safe doors, maintained?
9. is fire control adequate?

K. Document Library Facilities

I. Does the company have a separate technical library?
2. WAIl a specific section of the technical library be dedicated to tnis

project?
j. Are storage areas and shelves adequate?
4. i lighting adequate?
5. Are security safes available for olasslfied material?
6. LK the library within reasonable proximity to the users?
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L_ Computer Library Facilities

1. DoAes the company bavs a computer program library?
2.. Does h 2 nave adequate storagp 'aoillitie" for ma'not~c te

cd io, etc,:
3. Are 'safe' areas deslgnatea for master tape storage?
L. Are fire protection facilities adequate?
• . Are computer termina.s available for off-line qtorage?
6. Are 'working media' kept separate and dimtInct from 'aseli":9 ts)Pg?

..s the library witba.-ri -easonable proximity '.- the WOr'Wlng ore.o
Are 'scratcn' tapes kect separate from work.-g ta.- an4 - tpe,

7. Doen the lira-y have good magnetic 'ape cleaning -,d ren;i
" ties?

" i.e s3o -age area air cord't.oned ,j-ith hum.(Jty
iU.., I'S ff-line sro.age' 113 used, are t, e ;atio .la Ut. factc-? n-s"t

.'(, '." torage !.>r. li.y?

. ,ftwar Quali= - Control Auditing

I. Are written W.Z Informal Auditing procedures presented?
Are SQC personnel permitted to review structured wa.v-throughnh

--.- e regrar SQC AuditS made?

s1 an ... AuCit Certification Report Form available?
7- Is !.C givan a full iet of all project relevant Po.ieie., -lans,

,. e aro Pr oceoures?
3.' oe- SQC nave access to all relevant and reauired 'ilen arc rec-ord?
7, DoeM SQC n)ave an SQA Audit Stamp?

Do all "Tes corta n an 3QC Audit Record showing date and dt3?
if ;7 formal written procedure available for formal 24C AudLT?

. Ace f ormal minutes c- audits kept in SQC/A Files?
1. Ar- act:c)n tte%'s p-ooerly flagged, and track(,?
12, Are OQC rnembrs pr&3ert at all formal Technical evlew-?

-v. . !'orm,'l age',d-s published in advance?
oe, t: routing re'.ect the -roper nrganizaion stuoture

N. Software Qualiy Assurance Support Tools

2. Are "tools" described for performing "Operations Researcn" and
"SY-ems Analysis" ot the performance of software development groups?

2. Are techniques described which a'ugment analysis of functio'al and
potfor'aance requirements?

7. Are "tools" cescribed which augment analysis of functions" and
-r"'Rnice requiremerto?

11 .r e 3o"tware ('ptimt.zation t :ol, vailable and utilized?

U ~e tnols ane- cco'e ava2.abRlc whleth would ver4.fy -spec~foici'-

. Doe, the contracte- nave a "Coding Conventions" ma-ual?
7. Are any or al:. of the above documents available for examirptlon?

8. Are the ,an aLAs cited that arP available For examination c,-tifoed by
fn A Stamp?

:i cl.ar avi.1lce avwllable which wo!:. verify that the t- Is hAve
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. . iLtner tnan tnose ment.onea ir tns reference section?
Ar- -ne vd;ior, a tools va8id?

.he owA support tools oesorioed aAequdtely meet tne requirements
'Or SQA °

_. rten certification procedcure ma3 avallable to tre evaliator?
-. -- tn . proceoure reflect good SQA Poiicy?

-ne certiflca'iin proceaure valio?
1,,e re tificaUln done by In epenoen; partiE3?

Ar oa certification standarqs developea for eacn project?
a Quality Certification Stamp utilized?

?. Testin

• .: esig policy wnlcn is writter, ano explained, available to the
eva&.2a;or

2. -''sp DOwc' testing practicea as a policy by tnls company?
SA: test plani and procedures Initiated during the specification phase?
Ar: all sest plans and procedures routed to SQC for approval?
At. tne three types of testing properly identified?
Ar provisions for continued updating of test plans and procedures

.Are a" vtN Uoe Oy indepenUent parties?
tes. result feeobacc reporting adequate?

93. W.~ -,6s a.na records be maintained by test personnel?
r. testing goais and objectives identified?
, r goow certification testing procedures established?

. inal certification testing to be done by an independent group?
r. zeoorltng of test, records, test reports, and test results as

poso,- ,,tnia uc pany adequate?
. oplete system tests be re-activated after eacn trouble

correct i

tr(,uu.v rup-rs be itiiizec?
. L all roeuble7 found be duly recordec in z project lo , booK?
o..l trouubL r'eports be routed to SQC, ?M, and otner relevant company

olt'car s?
.T ooc :eeaoac: reporting evident In *,rs aescriptions of their

Go3~cv tX oft,.r,. corr.li'e actlon?
A ,,., de!,,nej iutiu.lze trouble analysls reports to 'upgrade'

A.e * ysls reports to be submltteG t peer appraisal via tne
str, re waJk-througr?

A-,, .i ECA listed serially on developmentai listings o2 computer

c, A,'- tr .us to ne reported to tne Conf/guratL.) Nifnagement Group?
A. tr',uole corrections to be properly reflected in EC~s, ECPs and

ECA s?
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R. Product Evaluation

I. Does the company present a written Product Deliverable Policy?
2. Does the company perform an internal functional Configuration Audit of

tthe deliverable?

3. Does the company perform a Physical Configuration Audit of the

deliverable?
. Does the company certify each program tape on new certified media?

Are final printed material subcontracted to a commercial rpo i nt'ng

6. Are final printed materials done by a company owned print&ng faclity?

7. Are complete baseline records maintained by the company for th: .ega'
time reouirement (7 years)?

8 Are firal printed material presented in quality bindings?

9. Are final printed material in a professional bold face type (not
ty ewritten)?

IQ. Do final printed materials comply with the standards and
spe'ifI cationS?

11. Do all final deliverable copies provide for a Quality Cert-ffcatlon

Does the company guarantee that deliverable3 made on this prcject wi.'
mee,. t.na company's highest standards?
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S:'- 7. 6ourcztu Selection Evaluation boardc

eav~cv AFR 70-15 Source Selection Pclic and ?roceoures.

7-2. 1repare so.7tware/n'c.raware source selection criteria.

ar*t ,ipate in preparing tne computer system deta~il standards.

7(-4. Revue eacrn offeror's Proposal 4'rom a software vla.wpoirnt.

7-5. Ae~~toe Cel)? suuamittea -itll L". proposa..

7-6 ~seaorn proposal against tne stancards and oriter .a pr~oviously

7-7. 'iatnte evaluation woric sheats.

7-8.' Prepare Item and Factor summaries as appropriate.

7-9.* ?,r'el>' Clarii'icat.ions/Defficiencies.

7-.'. PrE&--are Points for Negotiations.

7->.' Evz..uate response t~o C"ar-i'ications/Def'z cien~cies.

7-12.' Prepare F'inali tem & Factor Summaries.

7-Ii. ';arto.ipate in negot .atiOnS.

_-. ro%..de dlebriefirg inputs.

-,-.-ro-a e 32,2d and siSAC report inputs.

7-l'.. Assibt in SSEB briefings to SSAC and SSA.

*NO?-.: Socre procarements may vary f'rom tnis ito a degree.
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Section 8. Cosputer Program Development Plan

8-1. Feview CPDP Data Item Descriptlon (DI-S-0567A).

8-2. Peviet other program CPDPs for appropriate DID modifications.

-repare changes to the CPDP DID to be provided as backup to tte CDIL.
,a-or to t-,is 0rticular program. (See attacied model bacvup sheet)

..-. lsur tne CPDP meets reauirements in tne AFR 800-14. Vol I, Sectjon,
3-:.

S-5. 71sure the CPDP follows the guidelines set forth in ESD-TR-'7-2C3,
le Pculnlion Management Guidebook, Verification, Para 2.3.

- . "rsr. that t'e 1'PDP iq delivered wlth the proposal and oad part c" the

6-7. 5 , that tne CPDP is put in the SOW and in the CDRL.

tte Computer Program Development Plan Checklist, Figure T-n -,
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1 ' - -r Computer Program Development Plar (PDP) GuideiCheckliLt

ef cor.: The Computer Progral Development Plan (CPDP) is a document in
wnich the .ntractor descr.oes h±s specific detailed plan for the management

an. cevelc)ment of all of the computer programs and associated documentation

that i. ceodee .or completion of the contract; this may include sapport

software s .ch as simulations and analysis tools, as well as operational

programs and automatic test equipment programs. (Source: DID DI-S-30567A)

Genera,

i. if the -ontractor uses nis own format, is there a cross reference between

the CPLP and the items outlined in the DID (DI-S-30567A) Paragraph 10.1?

i. Doe tn6 C?,? snow the prime contractor's organizational structure to

include hi.4 program office for the subject contract?

3. Are a. of tne auocontrdctor's organizational responsibilities and

structural relationsnips to the prime contractor's program office clearly

)o:.3 t con.ractor provide for traceability control from the
A-Sp~fic :on through tnc C-Specification?

5. is :rne o$A? inoorporated into the CPDP? (If the answer is yes, use the

SQAP check-ist, Figure 11-9-3, in conjunction with tnis list.)

6. How are you using tne CPDP to manage the development effort at both the
contractor and Government lt~vels? How are you as a Government activity

tracking tne software development using the CPDP provided by the contractor?

Are any of the management tracking functions delegated to the AFPRO or DCAS

offices?

7. :s ne ?DP current?

6. Are TIl i;ieetLigs 'Technical interchange Meetings) provided for in the CPDP?

9. AIre th-, e ny restrictions in rights which may preclude delivery of

software m.nienance or otner tools to the Government?

10. Are pro2eaures and criteria for determining software developme.nt progress
described?

i1. Do thne ,A procedures ,rovide for the review of software documentation?

12. Are sys.em integration studies to be performed?

13. do the .3A procedures assure the conduct of design walk-througiia?

14. Ooos tne 6QA program contain procedures to identify conflicting
requiremenLj

15. boeb t,. test program include provisions to stress test computer equipment

and compute., program configuration items?
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16. Is firmware treated as software?

17. Does the plan allow for unscheduled audits?

18. Are formal qualification test(s) required to verify CPCI performance
again, t the development specifications?

Regulrements Assessment Summary

19. Does this section snow the contractor's understanding and assessmen+ of
th:s coc.-eteness and clarity of:

. Computer resource requirements

b. Defrinitior of the hardware and software configuration items and their
Interfaces

i. Current functional allocation

:1. Sizing and timing analysis in order to meet reserve memory requirements

20. Is there a summary of high risk and uncertainty issues (i.e., technical,
cost, schedule)?

21. Does the contractor identify proprietary computer resources and other
used-as-is or modified-and-used computer resources to be used during the
contract including subcontracted resources?

22. Are there approaches with backup alternatives to minimize or cvercomi th-

r...K .' ?#t.i,-tY issues?

23. is the r-isk involving long-lead items and their status identified?

24. Are trade and optimization studies yet to be conducted and their
relationship to the computer resources identified?

25, Is the rationale for the selection of the computer programming language(s)
if not specified or if different from that specified identified?

26. Are subcontract items and who will be performing the subcontract work
Identified?

~r ctObjentives

17. Are allocation functional requirements for each computer plan clearly
Identified for each CPCI. Does their statement for Pach Computer 'Program
Configuration Item (CPCT), per MIL-STD-483 identtfy the planned allccation of
Its 1'unctionn and interfaces?

;8. For each CPCI are there budget goals for timing memory, interface. ine
c',anrel capacity (Including redefinition, when required, based on t '
ro . rtor's approach) and margins for growth in these capacities - i

-,nt d futurp operation?
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..r k: L2ors sucn as relLability, maint nability, testability, efficiency,
portaoliit , interoperability, and other factors froa a technical approach
a~scussed'.

ork Defin. Io.

3,. oe. tiu CPD? provide for a feasible work oreakdown structure for
accorplisni:g the development effort of the computer program development
effort? kt.commena a 3 level breakdown structure for tracking software
Gdvelop,en-.)

31. oej -:.. plan identify the necessary cevelopment steps such a . analysis,
aesign, co cr g, uheckout, integrarion, test, acceptance delivery for each 'PCI
ana ma. )r LppcrLing computer resources and their relationship to the
contao;or.; Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) per MIL-STD-881, including
requlred vc. deviations?

32. :.re z... associated wiuh support functions (such as documentation,
conf.'urat-c.n management, data management, management reviews, software
quality as,,rance), ano their relationship to other contractual tasks

identi ted

3. .'re t.S involving integration and test of CCIs, Including such factors
d suparate .est configurations, system tests, and operational tests where
aplilcaole ~ientifiea?

3,4. Are maser development steps for all identified Computer Program Components
(CPCs) in each CPCI, and all elements of the required computer resources which
support the product identified?

Worx Soned-e

3D. oe- plan provide a time schedule of the work elements, based on the
concirac', m. ter scoedule, indicating initiation, intermediate (e.g.,

oaZ . 'd; and final copies for formal and informal documentation)
ana .otple .on t-es for all CPCI3 and time/performance critical Computer
Progrdm Components 'CCs) incluaing formal and informal milestones, reviews,
audits, Kae zeetings, and documentation releases?

AcrLvIty NLWork

3o. booi t.-c contractor provide an Activity Network (e.6 ., PERT) compatible
with tne WcrK Scnedule of computer program development efforts?

37. Are in* -rp'ace activities (sucn as hardware development) addressed as part
of Lhe Activity Network?

38. Are crictical paths or near critical path elements identified?

Organizatic.

39. Doeo t.- contractor provide for delineation of the contractor's
organizati;:-al structures, authorities, responsibilities, interfaces, skill
requ.remen. ' and linea of communications necessary to manage and execute the
scheduled ac.ivities to assure proper task completion?
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~4Q *':w':~e~elt 'i'J between thP Contractor and i ndeprnde:nr o~r ~:n~
'rh't ior inc -. 7i. Lda-. on gr'ouos, other con~racto:s, 3tn 1 r :-.

P -?cy. '' -,,;pp-r't ?Lgen:cy, an. -,he .Q, Fonny ''

7. -V 1g-r 5 nd .r. Coy ee %dm.feibpm

:,o -, .'t-r~ iractor provlede for a-location of facilitto s,1:rco'n
tlrp, te-'. ec'. omen t,;, and nther' relew,.nt r"3ourte, ag-!i

4 -~ ~ h"l ccntr'aotor identify pro .eo t-ecui;'ar roiource, requlr -~c
nu - i ia r.wr e a nd 3 omp ut mr .0r ogr, 'c v,,r.mi 'r, r,- '.: st- I

~cesth~conracor dentify items mi~ -y imoact r' 0 nources, a,,>

t~i,'e P nr-,sentation of' 'the re,?ods to be u.sed to asr-ure coorat
C _I-d s:-sem- witb the irite-e: ooer'tior.ai phyr.-oa f

."-7 -he '2cntractor provide a defiiition or identificat~on of s~-
.~&'.n;ac-.icc as tney -iOoly to each CPOT and comp ter re.o:-ze

-- h= :contractor i dent rv how these nr-:ct' r. s wi1.l be Ta n-n~e: or-'

Sof engineering praclt"Ices! standards, conve.nttun_ , procedlure2,
t: Lr program design, structures, display Aad logic stor'dards,

L .itput stanc'.Ar'ds, gulio2.inen for program5:-1vs i,'dr
'~IOqisand prc:gramming languages, datz4 ae~-:va'- ana oh

>s;.su':c ~loj.

Y'e ~ ontra'oor provli ( a defifl;tior. of' the technique:1 uier, 'or
2n;c~and control to assure completeness, vaLI2f t tr, atf.J)itv

*~r c iornpi,.ace w,'tyh c- odll"ci a c'

t~rotratr's. elair~ -s nq '.o ?rlrn nr d *< ~

'-,I- .cOnt co'efine 'i rc3n -y de;Igno;~~to
it' rltion ri~f the qUPS p-un rd viii-dit of J:'C,

, ompute- resoource support !)r-xiucts. 31rola tion', eror~.c e.

t~' u.-.r: t: ~.'.entl rc.ttIr r ver--'icati on and *ja*
f- 2n. they W21 -.I *' t and uiee."- ;.r'.ri- . 'e
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J. . .. a z t tement o the plan for deflnir. manaiing, contriiin, n
repor.tLig I.;3 status of budgets on timing and memory, tnd technical interfaces
a::d intterf.-e margins? Are gudqLInes an( checkpoints for insuring future
computer rs:am ,rc.h o,.uoity, modularity, and ease of modification

.-eta:e) ,.-Ign, 2odang, and Checkout

5:. Doe Lt contractor provi e a definition of ti-e procedres, steps ana
aocu e .s a. ociaed witn ietaileu design, coding checKcut, rev-iew and
accep .t -. f the individua'. modules comprising OPCs an( CCIs including the
fCt -i~s -f frmed. tht han.dling of the internal and external interfaces, the

¢ontroi of '.arameters? (i.e., memory allocations, exec,.:tion time allocations,
channel rec-rement allocations, operating sequences, data base requirements
and e rc.narements).

54. .r: cIntr.aetor identify computer programs, equcpment and *evlces
required Lc suppo-t system computer hardware ano to facilitate software
changes, ir:iuo-in diagnostic software for all computer resources?

55. Do-s te contractor identify criteria and the mechanism for acceptance of
moGules for integration and teat?

Developrrent Test and Evaluation

50. Doea Ln. contractor proviae a presentation of the integration and test
philosophy and approach for CPCs and CPCIs?

. Doe; the contractor explain how this philosopny is applied in the design
and scheduling, and now the approach leads to the Preliminary and Formal
Qualifi ation Tests?

58. DJoe-3 tn contractor provide a definition of the interfaces anc
respons'bil ties (such as training) among test groups and other project
part~ciarn.,.Y

,.. oe, [ o:,';tor ciow tne ;esource and schedule impact of independent
vcrificaticn and vaiiaati -n activities?

Sys6ea 2'ec; ano nvaiuation

60. 'oex3 t-.. contractor explain procedures for the cooraination ar.d support of

CPCL; -iter computer resources during normal system testing (and during
Operat~ona Teast zin Evaluation at applicable)?

u. uo:is t; contractor include the necessary system training and transfer of
cdca a. pa:-.. of toe system test and evaluation information?

Anom.i.y Coe' ' 1

62. >.wj t' contractor explain the methcds or system by whion octputer
3oft4are a >.rnaiie3 are detected and documented during all test anc evaluation?

03. 7coe.t .- contrator give the methodologies of error correction and
conf:gurat- .n control? Does he identify who is responsible for such
methodoog.. a?
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h~4. Does the contractor explain the data to be gathered te enable a-ies!-flent

Of' thE reliabi lity of the computer resources, rp,7,orl. *ig periu.d,
-in ti~ to establishing when each anomnaly (ie. ecign, 7 d**nz,

ctr _ detected and corrected?

'rntControls

* o the cont~'actor explain the relationsh.ips between the manav,-Pnr,
z(*,-:3of tie COP ind oth2er 1.ppli_':able managemern' plans 3 (. .

ao'Managr mert, Security, and Systeami Wng~rvierirg Mara7et7 '~

the contractur explain the means and criteria for managp.-e-t
nt l :!o '2rtrol of the development c-'oc:, s3 (Includfng rhc~~C'

-'2har2 sis "or ir~itigmana.:,_enrt actinnS 1473n n~ 1 F.'
~n fr 7:1 plrn, such a s rcesoure v e a 1locaT.to" nhedu.9 sY '"i '

ra.ro oer'formance degradationi).

tc "la t iO I

'Kr e-tb on~ractcr provide any new software documentation toc>!! o- I
of the contractor documentat.ion practices lnclvding t rt? Pue

P or use on the subject contract?

68. Does the contractor identify the specific documentation altern: tiv-% a-id

'he necessary changes to the content and format of the specified ~.cto
reau .enentn? (Include as a .minioum a descrihtion ~fthe euv~v~

ie:.ee th 3ec ~: ~ddocumentation requ'reme-nts ar he nr'ooc .rc

.1.\".thef ccit ractor provide a des-criptlon, or th~ roc, ~ e >

Ickeep the -Informai documentati on currenit?

7'C. !)ci *hcG contractor provide a descr'iption of thep approach to 2Cp--_tt?,

program in-!2.ne commenting?

Confiffuration Management

71. Doe3 the contractor provide for, the specilil aspects of computer software

configuration management net addresseri in the cveral. Configurati-On Mar ,i:1ent

ol~? ncii'de ne organizatitna1 placement, char , deviazion, w~e

aut-iorizatior and control, iLnternal engineerinF o>:,z ge boar'!, cn'a2.

2 c'2-(.rconP-.ten' program~ l.,b-Ary cont.-, tr coa'. oo or , -nF

an, l di~:ral conmputpr )"ogra:r-, the ~-in "i'~~ c;A

.cs tc'e -. rc~ware a. the 0 o'a3Of the '-Vs'''- at'a~
j'-~'.~erer!,~.ater card/d-eCks/tapP/d2U.9ktcc''ocfdo"Pt
%' ri CTIC- , handlir~w of source ar. .) )Ject c',oir. vr 9

P'':r'~2ft9 r; .*L-t nri.h1D to pro'grammiig s'tn-danlr. anL 'or a '-

ivKWa. ity aqau,.rarr'? f'n'!tI On!,
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Vencir/ F.- ;omputer hesources

72. Does titu plan state the o.orc ures for qualifying and documenting the
present adequacy and the W,.quacy for future use of vendor-supplied or GFE
cop-ter sourt s knarawdre and software) and the means, such as testing, for
accomoaauLnr revision of vendor-supplied computer resources?

Support Rerources for the Deployment Phase

73. Does t . plan provide for the recommenced support ptilosophy and the
resource requirements for use after the FSED phase? Does this section of Lhe
CPDP s ,marize or specifically reference the plan for the transfer of computer
resources including support software and tools to the appropriate Air Force
agencies?
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Figure 11-8-2. Computer Program Develoome nt Plan ..oki, £h,,tr'

BACKUP SHEETS

Data !tem DI-S-70567A
Computer Program Development Plan

The contractor shall substitute the following for Box 10 of the DIt:

Detailed Requirements: The contractor shall provide the following _n:fo-iation
'he 'ormat 3peci:.ed below:

... . C-- CONTENTS

C :SS REFERENCE TABLES: The tables shall trace the delivered CPDI . th', t
... requirements defined in System Specification XXX and the State'; t ,

(2,OW).

t, ORGANIZATIONS, SCHEDULES, AND RESOURCES

A. ORGANIZATIONS

(1) Show the prime contractor's organizational structure to include
his program office for the subject contract.

(2) Show all subcontractc-'s organizational responsibilittes nd
structural relationship to the prime contractor's prc,-ram cfftc,.

(3) Show the structure and relationships within the softw,-r
developr-it orgarizat_'on. Deser.be the following area::

(a) The specific re3pons'.bilities of each element of tho
3..tWa e dIeveopMent organization.

fl) The number and allocation of personnel involved -r.-
design, coding, teating, documentation, quality ,ont.rol and
maintenanco of all project software. The de3cri: tin h'all
include jou tit3us, job descriptions, job respor,-ibtlitie.
3k'113 required, and the relaticrships of eaoh - s , .t*crn
to others in the ;oftware cevelodnyent o'ga izat-, _.

(c) The procedures fo,- notiftcation to the Drincipal
Cont-actlng Oficer (PCc) that w-1l be applied ,.<nc'-ining

'ic.... ... .d ..ntc, or '.a,)ved ' or, . o -"

(d) RoT, rganisatonal independence of Software Quar ty
u.arce SQA) personnel will h, achieved.
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i. SkArDULES

Prov.a. a aetailed schedule for the avaiLablity o:' computer hardware ana
for ;re de'eLopment of scft,'.re. This scnedule will be a graphic
representation of tne uetail development mikestones, scheduled activities and

iei.verabc,. -i. acate on the sonedule the time alloca-ed for tht
3ove',rm, t 6 review of software related oat& submisslon:r. The scredule
shalinclu( a the time allocated for each ph ase of computer progran development

e.g., na ,sls, cesign, coCing aid checkoLt, etc.) by ' . if Coverrment
Furnisned L.uipment (GFE) 13 to be provided, indicate on the scheuule when the

GFE wI.L D% requirec.

C. DLLIVERA6LES/DOCUMENTATION

(1, (a) Propose a schecule for developing cormputer program

cocumentation in preliminary, cnterim and final versions.

iclude; in tnc schedule Government reviewz and 7echn-ca.
literchaige Meetir gs ("IMs) to aid ;. transitioning from
the preliminary documentation version.

(b, Describe a procedure to be used during the review period to
resolve the Government's tecnnical concerns.

(2, Describe tne software Cocumentation approach which will be
followed to meet or exceed the requirements of ML-STD-483
(USAF) for documentation of 85 and C5 specifications. if nev
software documentation tools or techniques are to be employed,

provide a description of these tools and techniques and explain
any restriction in rights which may preclude delivery of these

tools to the Government. Discuss how this documentation
approach wiJ.i be consistent with the development approach in

providing effective documentation of the software.

D Describe tne pproacn to computer in-line commenting* including
the time at wricn it 1s initially accomp-.-shea and the plan 'or
maintenance. include tecnnques for identifying chages
included in each re-compllation/re-assembly of each CPCI.

(-j Deccrioe the procedure for mapping of functional requirementb to

CPCIs.

NOTz. njLre approach 1s consistent with Paragraph 3.3.8 of Systca

Speciflcaticn in MIL-STD-483, Appendix VIIi.

D. PGRESS MONITOhING AND STATUS REPORTiNG

(1, Descrioe the procecures and criteria for determin~nr software
development progress.

(2 Describe your approdcn to software deveiooe;~ ogress
reporting.

(, e.3er±te yuur ai.proaci. to auntifying, reporting and resolving
softwdre devekopment problems.
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(4) Describe the methods and procedures for e3timating collecting,

analyzing, monitoring and reporting the sizing anz t.--rg of

(5) Describe the conduct of all internal project reviews.

E. CONTRACTOR's FACILITIES AND HARDWARE

(1) Describe the software development and maintenance faclities to

be used in the development, testing, and maintenzne"
computer orograms.

(2) Identify all computer configurations including perip'rals.
State associated delivery dates.

(3) Icentify all testing resources to be used to support -omp1tc*

program development and testing.

(4) Identify all software tools that are planned for use r t-

development of the computer programs. Indicate whether tools(s)
are deliverable or non-deliverable and, provide a rat-.onale why

the development tool(s) are not deliverable, if applicable.

List any restrictions in data rights 'or the software tools.

2.0 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING METHODOLOGY

For each of the software development and testing methodologies discusse

below, the contractor shall identify wnether he has past experience n he use

of this methodology. The contractor shall distinguish between exi-.t ing

l-ivailitieq and those 2apabi"Ities not yet developed which will t: qEd or
t'v :,ut.,ect contrsct.

A. GENERAL REQU IREMXNTS

(1) Identify the proposed programming language and provide a

rationale for its choice. If more than one language 's proposed
(e.g., assembly language is proposed for some subsegments),
provide a rationale for the use of each additional Pargu~ge.

(2) Describe your approach to analyzing system requirements and

deriving the detailed functional requirements.

(3) Describe any teohniques/tools for ellocaticn of recu.e,'t t

hardware/softwnre.

(L) Describe your approach 'or DOD security level control>' and

methods of implementing and maintkining ADP security Llun anv

unique security problems or planned installaticn sp-uri v
requirements.
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B. DESzIGN

(I) insure the us, tf zop-down design metnodology to be used :n Lne
design ln( lmolementation of the system. Describe any effect
Lra1 the choice of language(s) will have on the proposed
Methodology.

Describe how the proposed coziputer progra.aing langzage conforms
to the proposed methodology. if an automated translation tool
dill be empioyed to achieve this conformily, describe the tool
and rny data rights restrictions which may apply.

(3) Deocribe your approach to data base design and implementaion.
A-o describe how data base compatibility will be maintained
between HOLs and assembly language programs, if both are used.

(4) Describe your approach to conducting Preliminary Design Reviews
(PDRs). if incremental PDRs are proposed, describe how they
will be accomplished.

( Describe your approach to conducting Critical Design Reviews
(CDRs). If incremental CDRs are proposed, describe how they
will oe accomplished.

) eucrioe your plan for ensuring modularity and ease of
modification. Also include a description of the plan for
controlling computer program growth, to keep it within any
imposed limits.

C. CODE AND DEBUG

(.. Describe your approach to coding and deougging the software.

. Describe any progress monitoring/reviews.

( Descrioe any software development libraries to be employed.

D. DEVELOPMENT TESTING

( Describe your approach to unit level code testing.

, Drjcribe the extent of in-plant testing including ttst plinnlng,
methods, documentation and reporting. The general procecures
for reporting, monitoring and resolving program errors and
oeficiencies discovered during in-plant test should also be
described.

() Describe the proposed me~hod for insuring computer program test
and evaluation (CPT&E) testing and verification.
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3.0 SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

A. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT CONTROLS

Describe your Programming Support Library (PSL).

B. CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

(1) Describe facilities and procedures to be used to maintain
configuration control, per MIL-STD-483 (USAF), during the
software development to include error correction control duriti
integration and test, as well as development.

(2) Describe facilities and procedures for configuration management
to be used after first system acceptance, if' applicable, per
MIL-STD-483 (USAF).

C. MAINTENANCE

(1) Describe methods for in-plant and on-site maintenance of
software and documentation.

(2) Describe the maintenance approach for all vendor supplied
off-the-shelf software (operating systems and utility services).

D. SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE

Describe your Software Quality Assurance (SQA) Program.

USE SQAP CHECKLIST 11-9-3.
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Section 9 - Software Quality Assurance

l-.Review MIL.-S-5,779A, Software Quality Assurance Program Requirements.

SReview MIL-HDbK-334, Evaluation of a Contractor's Software Quality

Assurance Program.

1-3. Review Mil.-STb-lu794 (NAVY), Weapon System Software Development. (if
MIL-STD-1679 is used, care must be taken to avoid conflict with other contrac.t

requirements and MIL-Specs/ST~s.)

1-'!. Review the Memorandum of Agreement/Letter of Delegation Checklist,
Figure 11-9-1.

L-5. Review tne Software Quality Assurance Self-Inspection Checklist, Figure

1-b. Review the SQA P~an Ce'klist, Figure 11-9-3.

1-7. Review ESDP 74-1, Guidance for Applying MIL-S-52779A.
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(NOTE: TtiLs Staiwman is not an AFMCD coordinated nor staffed document..'

Figure :-9-l. Memorandum of Agreement/!.etter of Deleatio'
Checklist (MOA/LUD)

Eelow is a li';t of possible items f!r incor,',ration ioto ar M A
Pnis list shculd : e t&si or-d t nd iv i ll oi ' .it,.'ri'n ,
individual CAO capabilities. For example, or<ram,: ,it 4 -, ' -ri
s)ftware'firmwa:'e developrneint would cer3inly reqv t ',-v

mor.itorLng than those with validated of'- ne-she f ,twsr , . ?ner ,,-w.
proposal package ind referece,le app', , ,-u;e',: .;n,2. . rev oU1 ,r r'
to selectii.g items from the list. Ut.a soi of ttr 'o:tr,,.J o ,
deficiencies as a resslt of CAO monitor' g ictivlt;.e wil v41 y d. enlr,
contractual requirements.

Any resulting list of items should ue nego.iatted Detw -e tne pro*.n'a--
office and the CAO to assure sufficiency of moni .'ig act.ie ol

availability of CAO resources to perform the tfinetL'ls.

a. If prov Lsions of MIL-S-52779A are on contra:. (applieaL1e paragr t !'-M
MIL-S-52779A)

(1) Use Ml.,-HDbK-334 as guidance to monitor, f, cemplarce wth
MIL-S-52779A requirer,ients. (Para 1.1)

(2) Review SQA Plan and Procedure; fo*o 3ompiiance wilt M(I -S- /77A las

tailored, if applicable). (Para 3.1)

(3) Assess the contractor's organization and review position desorptp.'ons
to assure personnel have authority and responsiiility to perform SQA

functions.( Para 3.1)

(4) Audit the SOA organization to verify QA audit reports are being

written and presented to management. (Para 3.s.b)

({5 deiew tools, techniques, and methodologies (TTM) to assure they aro
Leing used as intended (described in the SQA Plan anu Computer Program
Devlopment Plan). Verify TIMs are validated, rffective, and accurate. (Para

(t ) Monitor for compliance with procedures on use of tools, teonniu, jis
and methodologLes. Audit records and results of FTM to -isure feedba,: to
contractor ,A functiois. (Paras 3.2.1 and 3. .t)

(7) ileview programming standards and '.onven.ion-; t- assure c lp'a re
with contractual requirements and internal procedures. Audrt codir, r'-)r
compliance with programming standards and conventions. Audit tailorInw oI'
Lhese atanoards and conventions for individua l progr r," Ic assure I Ow-dcwT )f"
reqil.icments u r, authourity !,'r changes. Para . ..

k8) Audit design documentation for proper reviews, i nrludinr< oovue" )I'
internal design reviews, prior to summitt;,I to '-.he ;ov,!rnm"!t. Ali. I'
:,i-e! ,eirlent internal rev '-w: of *esigr t or t ,: . (V ra
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kw, Audit for tr'deeatnility between software requirements and software
sieg , documents. (Para .2.2)

(>O) Monitor for progress on tasks as described by project schedules; Key
software ,Ievelopment schedule. Report variances as they happen but no less

f're.qe!,tCy tnan monthly. (Para 3.2.3)

(I-) heview design, documents for compliance with Contract Data
5equ,.remei.ts List ,CDNIL) and Data Item Description (DID) format. Assure
oncurrert development of contract data/documentation with development of
software. (Para b.2.2)

k1l) Monitor existence and compliance with configuration control
procedures for design documetationi. (Para 3.2.7)

(13) Audit design documentation, data dictionary (if available), and
source listings to verify that naming conventions (as described in the
Computer Program Development Plan (CPDP) and internal procedures) are being
followed. kParas 3.2.2 and 3.2.4)

(14) Assure design requirements as delineated in the Statement of Work
(SOW) and A-Spec (usually Paragraph 3.3.8) are being followed e.g., top down,
modular, commenting conventions. (Para 1.3)

(15) Monitor the configuration management of patches and assure
replacement (incorporation) prior to delivery. Assure the contractor is aware
of the ground rules for patches. (Para 3.2.9.d)

(lo) Monitor for compliance with program support library procedures
(internal and those in CPDP). Assure versions are safeguarded, identified,
and accurate. (Para 3.2.5)

(17) Audit for contractor SQA participation in informal and formal reviews
and audits. Verify follow up action taken on items resulting from reviews and
audits. (Para 3.z.6)

(16) Monitor the contractors compliance with the Configuration Management
Plan and CM control procedures for software products. (Para 3.2.7)

(19) Review Configuration Management Audits and determine if corrective
action is identified, adequate, and implemented. (Para 3.2.7)

(-m) Assure test plans and procedures are internally reviewed prior to
:;ubmittal to Government. Heview for compliance with DID format. Para 3.2.8.b)

(?L) Witness/monitor all formal software tests (PQTs, FQTs), integration
and systems testing. Sample informal testing to assess progress and
compliance with internal procedures. (Para 3.2.8)

1 x) nfeview test reports to certify accuracy of formal test results.
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(23) Audit software trouble reports to assure coordination with Droper

organizations, ranked according to severity, adequately described, and

properly resoluted. Review documentation of "fix", if applicable, as wel' as,
results of retesting. Examine extent of retesting to determine adequacy.
(Para 3.2.9)

(24) Identify recurring problems and rates of open/closed software trouble

reports and identify trends. (Paras 3.2.9.c and 3.2.9.d)

(25) Review contractor retest decisions to verify that all affected code

was evaluated/retested. (Para 3.2.9.e)

(2b) Audit deliverable code for matcning, verified against, tne master.

(Para 3.2.7)

(27) Monitor tne contractor's method for identifyirig critica-

software/firmware for subcontractors. (Para 3.3.)

Audlt tailoring and flow-dow. of software/firmware requirements tc

sutcontractors. (Paras 3.3 and u.2.l.c)

(2' Monitor contractor's system for assuring subcontractor
organization/personnel are qualified for performance of SQA functions. (Para

3-.3)

(30) Audit the contractor's system for compliance with the S:A Plan.
(Para 3.1)

(31) Audit contractor's compliance with internal computer software

policies and procedures. (Para 3.1)

(32) Review contractor's selection of support software an~l computc:r
hardware to assure Govcernment acceptability is establishel prior to their

use. (Para 3.2.8)

b. MIL-STD-1679 Specific Requirements (Paragrapns 5.8-5.1o).

(1) Audit software trouble reports to assure they are prioritized hy
severity as required oy Para 5.8.5.2 and categorized properly in accordance

with 5.8.5.1.

(2) Audit modules for completion of a code walk through prior to module

testing. (5.8.1)

(3) Witness/monitor critical module tests (identify in the MOA/LOD).
(5.8.1)

(4) Witness/monitor critical subprogram tests (identify in the McA'IO).

(5.8.2)

(5) Witness/monitor all program performance tests. (5.8.3)

(6) Witness/monitor all systems integration tests. ( ,.i,)
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(7) Audit tne contractor QA organization for participation in design
reviews and design walk-tnroughs and following up on action items. (5.9.1.3)

(6) Audit testing to assure that the software used is the current
approved version. (5.10.2.2)

(9) ,a lt test program operation (5.10.2.4), duration (5.10.2.5), input
i ta (5 .. j and stress (5.10.2.7) for compliance.

(13) Audit testing to assure conduct in the proper testing environment (in
accordance witn Paragraphs 5.10.2.1, 5.10.2.8 and 5.10.2.9).

(11) Audit retesting for conduct in accordance with Paragrapns 5.10.2.10

and 5.10.3.

(12) Audit error (Para 5.10.3.1) and patch limits (Para 5.10.3.2) to
assure tney are within requirements.

c. Miscellaneous:

(1) Use ESD-TR-82-145 software quality metrics handbook, to provide an
assessment of the software for critical CPCIs (PO/CAS must identify).

(2) Use ESD-TR-80-115, Vol I, I to help monitor the sizing and timing
analysis reports. Flag borderline and discrepancies in meeting contractual
requirements, significant growth since last analysis should be reported.
Audit for reserve growth capability.

(3) Audit software development folders (for compliance with CPDP) to

assure proper contents and updating of material.

(4) Monitor recording and reporting of work breakdown system cost data
and audit the data for accuracy.

(5) Monitor changes (growth) in number of lines of executable code
compared to estimates at time of CDR. Ascertain from the contractor the
impact of these changes on cost and/or schedule. Report code growth and
impact to the buying office.

(b) Audit for compliance with DODI 5000.31, 5000.5X and AF directives on
the use of High Order Languages (HOLs) and Instruction Set Architectures

(ISAs).

(1) Monitor software and documentation to identify proprietary products
used anywhere in the development process. Report items to the buying office
wnicn are incorrectly identified as proprietary in accordance with the
contract.

(8) Monitor processes used to assure concurrent review/approval of
interrelated hardware and software elements of a system.

(9) Monitor tne contractor's use of structured programming tecnniques.

(IO) Assess the contractor's readiness for scheduled reviews and audits
and provide timely input to the program office.
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(11) Assure contractor has identified all support software tools ar~d
verified that each tool's data rights designation is in accordance witr. ,
contract's data rights clauses.
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____I_ InC"OAlE OF ENUINEi RNG & TEST JANUAiiY I982

A r'h 74-1 MIL-STL-490

!'ODLr'd[L CC- >rw ir,, us~ i y Assu ra nce Ma nagempnt

~ssoect-witflL:2 tnt- proi-mn ofeI; .s-aedas b)eing the
~~~~~~~f li~.re~os:~ r Sotar ua1 Ltv Ass .rance SQA)'e

1 Iric$ C "~Iin -,, js-ripiion for either QA
-f-~t~ rp:.; ur'ce peraon(ne I

~ ~:-r~ .,, I tr P2 a perat Ing rist ruc t io s

u~e cr-&QAnave any n)aceground or trnrIr~z
-!sbSpec cly

i~n iriy ongoing~ training; programsz for appropriate Po

t 4 uai:icy Assurance

H3 :-pr--),,raa management ana policy direction beer reviewed with

-ij "e 'iJiremer~ts teen incorporated into the PMP? Were tniev
witi. othber software related functions of the PO?

ovas t' - 779m and/or tne quality assurance portions of
M I , 1-4 IIVOK<-- for tn is contract? If so, how wtere tne requirements

-a Dor ed('

iz mere a jpecific procedure to assure SwA requirements have been
iricorporatea ir,to the contract or HFP (specifications, SOW, reqUired reports

~.Art- t nrc .;Aeva luation criteria established for use ir. source

i.anyone- spec,.Cically responsible for SQA cnnsioerattons duriniz
pr' n .-taotual a(ctivit~es. such a:3 acquisition strategy panels, so-urce

evaluation, worK statement reviews, pre-award surveys, etc?

fri~ware treated a:- software?,

r;. Are n,o.nr- 'ir ru~ereoirements of DODI 5()0,. 31- and, AFF 0-4

V. , Ar'6C Sup' I ,et or iave appropriate waivers been obtained?
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3. Early Stage-Contract QA Planning/Action

a. Is SQA covered in any Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) or .uality Assuraroce
Letter of Instruction (QALI)?

b. Has the ability of the CAU to monitor SQA activities of the contractor oer

reviewed? Is required training or hiring being done?

c. Have the contractors plans/procedures been reviewed to assuire
implementation of SQA requirements?

d. Have SQA requirements been imposed on subcontractors?

e. Has the ability of the contractor to monitor any necessary sut-contract'Or
SQA activities been verified?

4. Contract Performance and Contract Monitoring

a. Have specific SQA considerations been included in the topics to :;e covered
at reviews and audits (SDR, PDR, CDR, FCA, PCA) or have any SQA specific revlews
been planned or accomplished?

b. Do SQA personnel participate in formal reviews and audits tSDF, PDR, _-,R,

FCA, PCA)?

c. Do the CAO and the PO monitor the status of software problemitroulo
reports and software-related ECP's?

d. Is there a specific method for monitoring overall effectiveness of tne
contractor's SQA program/efforts?

e. Are there documented procedures by which PO SQA personnel can review 9rid

discuss software deficiencies with the CAO?

f. Are there documented procedures for requiring the contractor to correct

software deficiencies?

g. What actions are taken by PO SQA personnel to assure the contractor
pursuing adequate corrective action with respect to software?

n. Are SQA personnel assisting the CRWG and the planned support crL in;:.i .

(AFLC or using command) in developing SQA requirements to be met after Lrovrnm

management responsibility transfer (PMRT)?

i. Have appropriate SQA requirements been included in the CRISP by tne 'W6?

j. Are SQA personnel involved in the QA assessments for major prcgra!f s t';t

are required by AFR 74-1 and AFSCR 74-1?

k. Is someone in the PO designated as being responsible for reviewing
verification/testing cross-reference listings for software to assure the contractor
will test all software requirements appropriately?
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- re j3 A pt,-sontiel involved in reviewing test procedures?

11. bo 63QA personnel participate in formal testing (qualification testing,
DT&E, Lur&E)?

Ii. trC! )Q personnel inivolvedA in reviewing software documentation
(crcat ion,, fnnmiuals, listings, etc.) for compliance and/or acceptance purposes'?

Are tner-e provislaons for government access to software-related data and
,.nfurmnatior. usec jy thek contractor cIuring development?
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Figure '9-3. Software Quality Assurance Plan (SQAP)

Checklist

Definlt!on: The SQAP describes the Software Quality Assurance (SJA) Program

org.jization and procedures of the contractor to assure that software

aelivered under the contract complies with the requirements of tne curtract.
The SQIAP shall be directed toward the design and production of software tnat

Js re:iable, maintainable, and functional. Tnis S AF is designed iA
DI-R-3521. The SWAP can be incorporateG in The CPDP and is re uirel as a

proposal document.

1. Does the SQf.P plan Identify the orga:,iLational eement's) rpon.

for various software quality effcrts to be accomplished?

2. 'o the software quality personnel perfcriinw the necessary fincttorF
have sufficient authority, responsibility, and freedom of action to evaluat-,

software design and product activities, and t,, initiate and/or recomend

changes?

3. Do tnt duties to be performed vy tn'e software quality perso-sncl navt

spenIfic documethted definitions?

4. Does the SQAP refl'<t all soft ware d4,,,-lope.,t ir, formato, r,r is

c]varly cross-referenced to otter contractual 6ocum (ntation? is such

inform-tLior, clearly referenced by title, source, and pa-agraph number? is
thcre a cross-reference table which snail clearly indicate t.e correspondence

ttw(e:, this plan's paragraph organization ana the requirements of tre format

in accordance with hi-R-3521 or other approvoc lID?

5. is the scope of the SQA plan proviu',A, and are all development

policies, procedures, and products subject to the provisions of the plan
oac ri .hed?

U. Are tne ou.'ectives of thie SQA F an and the goals of the SQA efforts

stated using software aevelopment milestones and visible indicators,

7. Is there a list of applicable stan lard and specifications to be

fol l.,wed?

I. oes the contractor identify the tools, techniques, methodologies, and
records that shall be employed in the performance of work which will support
SWA objectives and goals, and describe how their use will augment or satisfy
the requirements of MIL-S-52779A?

9. Does the plan reference or document the policies, practices, and
procedures by which design documentation is reviewed to evaluate design logic,
fuf'illuent of requirements, completeness, and compliance with specific
standardsY

10. ]L it noted that design shall be subjected to independent review prior
to its release for coding?
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11. Doe the plan reference or document the contractor's policies,
practices and procedures for normally approving or certifying the description,
authorization, and completion of work performed under the contract?

12. Does the plan provide for effective monitoring to assure compliance
with these procedures?

13. Does the plan reference or document the contractor's policies,
practices, and procedures for the controlling and handling of source code and
object code and related data in their various forms and versions, from the
time of their initial approval or acceptance until they have been incorporated
into the final media? (The objective of these controls is to ensure that
different computer program veraions are accurately identified and documented,
that no una: tnorized modifications are made, that all approvea modifications
are properly incorporated, and that software submitted for testing is the
correct version).

14. Does the plan reference the documentation standards and programming
conventions and practices to be used for all software referenced or documented
in tne plan?

15. Does the plan reference a library procedure or are they incorporated
within the plan?

16. Does the plan reference or document the contractor's policies,
practices, and procedures for preparation and execution of formal and in-house
rtvIew4 an,: audits, for eatablishing the traceability of initial contract
requirements through the successive baselines, and for ensuring that the
reviewi and audits are conducted in accordance with the prescribed policies,
practices, and procedures?

17. Is the schedule for reviews and audits referenced, or stated as in
attacrament to the plan?

18. Does tne plan specify the relationships between the SQA and (CM)
Conflguration Management programs and reference or docuient the policies,
prdctice3, and procedures for assuring that the objectives of the CM program
are being attained?

19. Doe3 the plan reference or document policies, pra:tices, and
procedures for assuring the acoomplishment of the following:

a. Design of software to allow the complete testing of all programs
and subprograms.

b. Review of test requirements and criteria for adequacy,
feasiility, and traceability and satisfaction of requirements.

c. Review of test plans, policies, practices, procedures, and
3pecificatlons for compliance with contractor and contractual requirements and
to insure that all authorized and only authorized chiresa are implemented.
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d. Verification that tests are Conducted in accordance with approved

Lest p7.a;s and procedures.

0. Certification that test results are the actual findings of the

tes ts.

Fev.ew and certification of test reports.

. Ensuring that test related media and documentation are maintained

to al'cw repeatability of tests.

hi. FnsrAlng t!at support software and computer hardware to be used to

d w:vicp ind test software and hardware under the contract are acceptable to

the Gcv :7ert.

?0. Ioes the plan reference or document policies, practices, and

prc. rt s which assure the prompt detection, documentation, and correction of

softw;.re problems and ceficiencies? Do the procedures include:

. Documentng and reporting problems and deficiencies to appropriate

m ;. e,e!t levels.

I- Analysis of data and examinatIon of problem and deficiency reports

to detcrrfne their extent and causes.

c. Review of corrective measures to insure that problems and

defcip-iejcles ha'e been resolved an( correctly reflected in the appropriate

d. Analysis of trends in performance of work to prevent the

dev0c,;lo nt cf rioncorpliant products.

e. Analysis or review as otherwise provided for in the contract.

21. >oes the plan reference or document the policies, practices, and

procedurts to assure that all software acquired from subcontractors conform to

a~pi~eatle requirements of the contract?
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Figure 11-9-4. GUIDANCE FOR APPLYING MIL-S-52779A

The following pages provide guidance for applying and tailoring Mil-S-52779A,
Software Quality Assurance Program Requirements, to contracts. The first page
presents guidance for cnoosing which paragraphs of the MIL-S apply to
non-deliverable software. The pages following it give a suggested Statement
of Work (SOW) paragraph and "applicable documents" tailoring guide for the SOW.

Close examination of the tailoring will also reveal that some requirements of
tne MIL-S nave been expanded to give a more comprenensive SQA program. An
example of tnis is the tailoring of paragraph 3.2.4, Documentation, to require
tne contractor's SQA to review internal software development documentation,
suon as programmer notebooks, and all deliverable software-related
doeumentation.

In using this guide, do not forget that it is only a guide and must be applied
judiciously to meet the requirements of a given system acquisition while
giving the government tne maximum cost-effective contractor SQA program.
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GUIDANCE FOR APPLYING MIL-S-52779A TO NON-DELIVERABLE SOFTWARE

For the purposes of applying MIL-S-52779A to non-deliverable software, it is
necessary to categorize this software into two classifications:

1. Test software. Automated Test System (ATS) and Computer Aided Inspection
used to accept or test CPCI/CI, total system, subsystem, or lower, whether

used for in-process testing or final acceptance. Suggested minimum applical'le
paragraphs of MIL-S-52779A are: Sections 1 & 2, Paragraphs 3.1, 3.2, 3.2.1,
3.2.2, 3.2.4, 3.2.5, 3.2.7, 3.2.8, 3.2.9, and 3.3 and Section 4.

2. Other non-deliverable software. This includes such software as support
tools (e.g. simulators, emulators, test case generators, code auditors, etc.),
computer aided design (CAD) software used to design or support the design of
software or equipment (e.g. automated drawings, design analysis tools,
modeling tools, digitizers, data base design aids, etc.), computer aided

manufacturing (CAM) software and software to control robotics and numerical
control processes. Suggested minimum applicable paragraphs of MIL-S-542779A

are: Sections 1 & 2 and Paragraphs 3.2, 3.2.1, 3.2.5, 3.2.7, 3.2.9, and 3.3.

This may be represented tabularly as follows:

Other Non-

MIL--.-52779A Test Software Deliverable Software

Sect I & 2 X X

Para 3.1 X

Para 3.2 X X

Para 3.2.1 X x

Para 3.2.2 X

Para 3.2.3

Para 3.2.4 X

Para 3.2.5 X X

Para 3.2?.b

Para 3.2.7 X x

Para 3.2.8 X

Para 3. 1.9 X X

Para 3.3 X X

.. . . 'or. . .- 4 - - ' , . ..
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n s ample aids in composing the 6tatement of Work and is intended to serve
*as ,7utdance in tailoring MIL-S-52779A, Software Quality Assurance Program
Jkequirements. It may be included in either the Quality Assurance or the
*ooftware Development task of tne Statement of Work, as appropriate, or it may*
* e a "stand-alone" tasK. It is doubtful that all of the model SOW would be *
*asec on any one contract. Care should De used in choosing only those para- *
*grapns tnat the program office feels are necessary.

K.X.K. Software uality Assurance. The contractor shall plan, develop, and
11mpement a compreneensive software quality assurance (SQA) progam IAW
v L- - '?7 A and tne following additional tasks. This program shall be
impleiented through independent audit, review, and surveillance activity and
form ' acceptance of software developed under contract. An SQA plan shall be

:te:. to Tocumerit all aspects of the SQA program and updates to the SQA plar
4i made a: required. The SQA Plan will be delivered IAW the CDRL. All
p~o.,edure and *a'a relevant to the implementatior of the SQA program snall be
av-iila.e tr'r Pcverrimerit review.

., , O are Procedures. The SQA program shall include

Laplemertatori of written policies, practices and procedures to assure that
,,)'ftware meet- all contract requirements. These documents shall te available
for" relLew y government personnel.

X.X.X,.. .),)ftware w., Program Hequirements. The SQA program snail address the
f (,oiins requirements.

X.X.X.'.1. Tools, Techniques, and Methodologies. The contractor shall review
all tools, tecnniques, and methodologies prior to use for the design,
ite. ,pment_ testing or quality assurance of any software. The review shall

;e for completeness, adequacy, evidence of validation, applicability, and

adnerence t. good software design/development practices as required by this
contract arid in-house standards. Any deficiencies shall be recorded and
,r'ougnt to the attention of the software development and project managers and

promptly corrected

X. X..,. . Computer Preram Design and Code. The contractor shall conduct
icremental review-- of the design and design documentation starting at the
ear!Lest point in tne design process. The review process shall include but
not ne limited to the following:

.. Preliminary Design Phase.

a. neviw the overal'I software system configuration to determine whether
computer program configuration item (CPCI) and computer program component
(triC) DreaKdowr is appropriate and logical considering the major functions of
in system.

heview the ;omputer Program Development Specification for completeness
ot purpose and description. Verify that peformance, design, memory, timing,
in-terface, numai pf.rformance, and data base requirements have been

,oomDilsrised.
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c. Review allocation of Computer Program Levelopment Specification

requirements to CPC's and verify traceability down to the module level.

d. Review the Verification Cross-Reference Matrix of tne Computer ?rorafr
Development Specification to assure that all requirements are tested and that
the verification method is appropriate.

e. Review Preliminary Design Review (PDR) data and attend PUP. iderit i4v
deficiencies and follow-up on corrective action to assure approprt;itenes :

implementation of resolution.

X.X.X.2.2.2. Detailed Design Phase.

a. Accomplish the items of paragraph X.X.X.2.2.1 except for, supa'ap'.
d and e. Substitute preliminary "Computer Program Product Speciftcatlor," f
"Computer Program Development Specification" and "Critical lesr !ievr-w"
(CDR) for "PDR."

b. Review the test approach and methodology. Verify that test plans are

comprehensive by insuring that all specification requirements will he

verified. Verify the adequacy of acceptance criteria. Review tne Test
Plan/Procedure Cross Reference Index of the Computer Program Product
Specification for completeness and adequacy.

C. The contractor shall review subsequent releases of design
specifications for completeness and traceability (as described above in
X.X.X.2.2.1 b and c for computer program specifications).

X.X.X.2.2.3. Coding. Programming standards and conventions shal' tne
documented and available for review by the government personnel. Contractor
shall systematically sample and examine coding to ensure compliance with
requirements, design and programming standards and conventions. Deficencies

shall be brought to the attention of the appropriate level of management,

corrected, and tracked IAW MIL-S-52779A, paragraph J.2.9.

X.X.X.2.3. Work Certification. Contractor snail monitor the procecures for
formally approving or certifying the description, authorization, arid
completion of work performed under this contract and assure compliance with
these procedures.

X.X.X.2.4. Documentation.

Contractor shall assure review of all software-related documentati n t ire
compliance with all requirements of the contract an applicable in-house
standards.

X.X.X.c'.4.1 Software Development Documentation. contract)r, >,A sr, i-
perirodically audit software development dootumentatioti ,1c.re c,,.;,.,
with applicable tn-nouse standards and prooedures. s: ,t
,in a mLnimum: assurance of proper design :rld test 1,- 1, :'Qna"
mnar Itirance of statujs logs (for history, nar;geii, annr r'. ,
pr,,)lem reports, and programmer notehooKt,, init dev& .pr'n- ".."
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* ,* "1 vr~i oerrnnt~ t on. in add it ion to tne spec ifica tion
rv ew re~n enn.of p..Aragraph X. X. X.z.-, the contractor snal assure reviow
)I' a. I , tIverao. I sot'tware related documents for oompliance with con~ractuja'

requirenients anid applicable in-house standards and procedures. Examples of
' w-ire-re'3ted d. cumenits are specifications, data-usase 'Iesign documents,

L:Z: ae secii -t ons pc Ltona handbooks, users manuals, operator
~n~nma~er~dnceMann~a s.

X. A- X-. 'mter i'roeraff l.i-nrary Controls. The Contractor snail audit for
.1i ewith tne procedures anid controls for the Computer Program Library.

xX. A. 1. teviews ai Q Audits. The onitractor shall address both
i:iternal'informal andi formal reviews anid audits 'to include internal design
Iccom(ritation reviewzs anni design and code walkthrougns) and prepare a schedule
pirtiri pation lAWi to paragraph 3.2.0 of MIL-S-52779A.

A........~. 9orfigwatonijnnneent (CM) . Contractor shall ensure that
tv ~tr 2vigua~in.Monragjenent techniques and proceoures exist to control
Al win c~ti~rat~una.Inese snail address both tne contractor' s internal

n~~eI~pnntenvir-onment aind formal baselines reportable to te Government.
,;,tnai'r 0 ro I lt ,ne tn" responsibilities for controlling various

r.-~r l and id~a (e.g . wor(ing library and master media) and other
i ruaiP4enent procedures as applicable to SWA, software. development

dill OM~lt olanagei;;ent personnel. Contractor shall audit for compliance
wiltn tnl-,:3e tecniqifues indI procedures.

1...X..c.~7etjn. 'Tne contractor shall ensure that support software and
hard-ware useJ to dievelop arid test software and hardware meets the requirements
,it tie contract and all in-house standards. The support software and hardware
shall also be reviewed prior to use of evidence for validation testing under
tnzs contract or from previous applications.

X.XX.2~. Corrective Action. The Contractor shall assure that documented
Prooelures exist and are properly complied with which assure prompt detection,

locr~ernatcnand correct ion/disposition of software problems and deficiencies.

X.X.X.i Apilcable Documents

tNuruev r! indate 'i tlIe Application

Mi -11)71ASoftware Quality Assurance All, para 1.1.
IA Y (4 Program Requirements tailored is by the

following

Pardigraph 1.!. Add the following: All software tnat is modified under this
contraict will be treated as software in respect to the z) , program.
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5.TILSAGEN1cy MUMMER

Software Quality Assurance Plan USAF DI-R-3521

&. *SSCNOUWO Ptin3 A. APROYVA £4 AU

3.1 This Data Item Description (DID) defines the 1982 September 21

requirement for a Software Quality Assurance (SQA) plan. Rab80"
HQ MAC/AD

A. O&C MCougaao

9. APPROVAL. LSMATION

1. APPIC AVISMEN RR4L AT1*GN&h4P

7.1 This DID may be applied ro the acquisition of

portion o'f a >,vstein or subsystem, and to non-deliverable 0
design, test, support, and operational software developed
under contract.

7.2 This DID satisfies the requirements of
Paragraphs 3.2 and 3. 3 of MIL-S-52779A, Software Quality
Assurance Program Requirements *MIL.S.527 79A

"Cal. "UmeaSIu

OnB Exempt
*A.iSC No. A3084

U.WeepARA?4O IkVUUacYIOWU1

10.1 The SPA Plan shall include sections that specifically address each ot the
following paragraphs of MIL-S-52779AP:

a. 3.2 Software QA Program Requirements
b. 3.2.1 Tools, Techniques, and Methodologies
c. 3.2.2 Computer Program Design
d. 3.2.3 Work Certification
e. 3.2.4 Documentation
f. 3.2.5 Computer Program Library Controls (CM)
g. 3.2.6 Reviews and Audits

h. 3.2.7 Configuration Management
1. 3.2.8 TestingI
J. 3.2.9 Corrective Action
k. 3.3 Subcontractor Control

10.2 The plan may be prepared in the vendor's format. subject to the following
constraints:

10.2.1 It shall be typewritten or clearly lettered and copies shall be reproduced
with non-fading ink on white 8 " x 11" paper.

10.2.2 The zirle, date, and contract number shall be on a title page. Other releVaT~t

information may be included.

10.2.3 Attic~iments shall be prepared or. standard letter size paper or -;tandare Jze
engineering azcawing paper. Each at rachment shall be f ullv identlit'd( aitc: sna ii
refer~nc.,d in the text of the plan.

D 020 "%1664 -40102- 1- 1- 0 PS
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Section 10. Computer Program Development Capability/Capacity Review
(Pre-Award Survey)

10-1. Review the AFSC Sup to AFR 800-14, Vol I.

10-2. Review AFSCR 70-7.

10-3. Review any corporate software documents available, i.e., Software
Quality Plans, Computer Development Plans/Procedures.

10-4. Review Figure II-10-1, Computer Program Development Capability/Capacity
Review Questions.

NOTE: The Manufacturing Directorate within ESD/AL has primary responsibility
for overseeing pre-award surveys and manufacturing management production
capability reviews. Both areas revolve around evaluation of offeror's in the
source selection time frame. Any pre-award survey effort should be
coordinated with this organization.
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f. Interface

1. How does software engineering interface with systems engineering?

2. How does functional and subsystem engineering
interface/participate in software engineering?

3. How does software development interface with configuration
management, data management, test and quality assurance?

g. Reporting

1. How is status reporting correlated among cost performance
reporting, technical documentation and program management status reporting?

2. Who is responsible to make sure all software reporting is

consistent across disciplines and subsystems?

3. Who is responsible to determine and report software status?

h. Staffing

1. How does the lead software manager determine and acquire the
personnel resources needed?

2. How does the lead software manager acquire additional resources?

3. How is the software manager assured of retaining the personnel
resources and expertise for the duration of the project?

4. How long are the key software developers committed to the program

team? How often is this reviewed?

5. Are there any significant changes in your software development

staffing for PDR, CDR or during the test phases?

6. What is your criteria for bringing on job shopper software

specialists?

3. AVAILABILITY OF SOFTWARE PERSONNEL

a. Requirements

1. How do you determine the number of software personnel required to

initiate a program?

2. What is the basis for the sizing of the manpower requirement?

b. Availability Criteria

1. What is your criteria for determining availability, i.e., bidding

the key software personnel?

2. What leverage do you have to pull key people off other programs?
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c. Manning Control and Decisions

1. Who participates in the personnel availability deliberation for
the program, and who ultimately decides?

2. Are personnel resources controlled out of a "home office", i.e.,
in a matrixed organization? If so, how will that affect the assignment of
personnel to this project, and the control of personnel assigned?

d. Incentives

I. What incentives are offered to key software developers to motivate
performance?

e. Location

1. Do you plan to develop all of the subject program software at one

geographical location? If not, describe the development structure you intend
to use. Where does the overall software development responsibility reside?

4. COMPANY WORKLOAD PROFILE

a. On-going and Planned Contracts

1. Identify all on-going and planned contracts which include software
development.

2. Identify the magnitude of the composite company software efforts
under development, and planned efforts.

3. Identify schedules and status of the software development on these

programs.

b. Software Personnel Profile

1. Identify a composite company profile of software personnel working
on all on-going and planned contracts.

2. Categorize these personnel by skills and experience and years of

experience, including years with the company.

3. How do you track and manage personnel turn-over?

4. How important is software personnel stability to your program
stability and success? What is the basis for your assessment of stability
needs?

5. Is software personnel stability dependent on the application

subsystem involved?

c. Subcontractor/Job Shuppers

1. How many subcontractor software personnel are employed on your

company contracts (workload profile)?
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Figure II-10-I. Computer Program Development Capability Capacity
Review List of Factors

NOTE: Tnese factors were developed by ASU/EN under the direction of Mr. Phi'
Babel. Various draft iterations were commented on by many organizations,
including the ESU technical staff.

1. Management Organization

2. Personnel Qualifications

3. Availability of Software Personnel

4. Company Workload Profile

5. Software Subcontracting

6. "Make or Buy" Criteria

7. Computer Program System Organization and Structure

8. Support Software Development Facilities

9. Software Development Tools

10. Software Management System

11. Software Cost Reporting

12. Test and Verification

13. Software Configuration Management

14. Internal Development Standards

15. Software Contract Work Breakdown Structure (CWBS)

16. Software Work Definition

17. Contract Control Methods

18. Software Documentation Approach

19. Software Product and Quality Assurance

20. Software Estimating, Size, Schedule Cost

21. IV&V Interfaces
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1. MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION

a. Structure

I. How is the software development activity structured within the
program d, -2opment organization?

,. 6ow is this structure maintained throughout the program?

3. Where does the overall software responsibility reside? Is there a
single lead software manager or are there several lead software managers for
the program?

4. What are the minimum qualifications for the lead software
engineering manager?

5. How are the lead software manager and the lead software
engineering roles and responsibilities managed?

b. How is the total software development team organized, top to
bottom, including intermediate organizational and supervisory levels?

b. Level

1. At what level does software development interface with program
management?

2. What is the organizational level of the lead person responsible
for software development?

3. At what levels are the software functions of program management
assigned, e.g., schedule compliance and status assessment tracking?

c. Control

1. What personnel resources are controlled by the lead software
manager?

2. Wno writes and controls the lead software manager's performance
rating?

3. Who must agree and coordinate on software personnel requests?

d. Completeness

1. Wnat functions are performed by the software development team,
e..., analysis through test'!

,% Which software, by catagorv, is developed by the software

ievelopment team?

1. Where is suipport s, Itware developed7

4. What per : rntawe of the software develcOent team LS euei dted "u-,
tlme:
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e. Interface

1. How does software engineering interface with systems engineering?

2. How does functional and subsystem engineering
interface/participate in software engineering?

3. How does software development interface with configuration
management, data management, test and quality assurance?

f. Reporting

1. How is status reporting correlated among cost performance
reporting, technical documentation and program management status reporting?

2. Who is responsible to make sure all software reporting is

consistent across dicipline- and subsystems?

3. Who is responsible to determine and report software status?

g. Staffing

1. Are there software personnel matrixes?

2. How does the lead software manager determine and acquire the
personnel resources needed?

3. How does the lead software manager acquire additional resources?

4. How is the software manager assured of retaining the personnel
resources and expertise for the duration of the project?

5. How long are the key software developers committed to the program
team? How often is this reviewed?

6. Are there any siAnificant changes in your software development
staffing for PDR, CDR or during the test phases?

7. What is your criteria for bringing on job shopper software
specialists?

2. PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS

a. Experience

1. What is your corporate software development capability per your
Aey personnel experience and qualifications?

2. Identify the average years of software development experience
among your staff.

J. What is the percentage of this experience acquired while with your
oompany?
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4. Wnat personnel turn-over rate are you experiencing in software?

b. Academic Qualifications

1. How many of your software development personnel have scientific
engineering, math, or Computer Science degrees? How many of these personnel
will be assigned to the subject program?

2. Of the proposed software staff, how many have an advanced computer
science degree?

3. How do you determine the level of academic background required to
assure sufficient technical capability?

4. What are your academic requirements/standards for software
developers?

c. Related Program Experience

1. What is the relevance of the program experience of your staff to
the subject program?

2. Does your experience include real-time weapon system software?
How does that experience relate to the needs of this program?

3. (Tnis factor should be pursued as a function of the subject
program, e.g., in electronic warfare, experience in designing for
reprogrammability.)

d. Classification by Skills

1. How do you classify and distinguish software technical skills,
e.g., analyst, engineers, programmers?

2. How do you classify and identify software development management
skills?

e. Training

1. What type of training program have you established for technical
and management skills of software development?

2. Do you have required in-house training programs for software
practitioners?

3. How is tnis training administered, e.g., is there a required
curriculum or set of courses?

4. What incentives exist for your people to pursue the software

training?
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f. Interface

1. How does software engineering interface with systems engineering?

2. How does functional and subsystem engineering
interface/participate in software engineering?

3. How does software development interface with configuration
management, data management, test and quality assurance?

g. Reporting

1. How is status reporting correlated among cost performance
reporting, technical documentation and program management status reporting?

2. Who is responsible to make sure all software reporting is
consistent across disciplines and subsystems?

3. Who is responsible to determine and report software status?

h. Staffing

1. How does the lead software manager determine and acquire the
personnel resources needed?

2. How does the lead software manager acquire additional resources?

3. How is the software manager assured of retaining the personnel
resources and expertise for the duration of the project?

4. How long are the key software developers committed to the program
team? How often is this reviewed?

5. Are there any significant changes in your software development
staffing for PDR, CDR or during the test phases?

6. What is your criteria for bringing on job shopper software
specialists?

3. AVAILABILITY OF SOFTWARE PERSONNEL

a. Requirements

1. How do you determine the number of software personnel required tn
initiate a program?

2. What is the basis for the sizing of the manpower requirement?

b. Availability Criteria

1. What is your criteria for determining availability, i.e., bidding
the key software personnel?

2. What leverage do you have to pull key people off other programs?
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c. Manning Control and becisions

n. Who participates in the personnel availability deliberation for
the program, and who ultimately decides?

2. Are personnel resources controlled out of a "home office", i.e.,
in a matrixed organization? If so, how will that affect the assignment of
personnel to this project, and tne control of personnel assigned?

0. Incentives

1. What incentives are offered to key software developers to motivate
performance?

e. Location

1. Uo you plan to develop all of the subject program software at one
geographical location? If not, describe the development structure you intend
to use. Where does tne overall software development responsibility reside?

4. CUMPANY WORKLOAD PROFILE

a. On-going and Planned Contracts

I. identify all on-going and planned contracts which include software
development.

2. Identify the magnitude of the composite company software efforts
under development, and planned efforts.

3. Identify schedules and status of the software development on these
programs.

b. Software Personnel Profile

1. Identify a composite company profile of software personnel .,rKing
on all on-going and planned contracts.

2. Categorize tnese personnel by skills and experience und years of
experience, including years with the company.

3. How do you track and manage personnel turn-over?

4. How important is software personnel stability to your program
stability and success? What is the basis for your assessment of stability
needs?

5. is software personnel stability dependent on the application
subsystem znvolved?

c. Subcontractor/Job Shoppers

1. How many subcontractor software personnel are employed on your
company contracts (workload profile)?
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2. How many job shoppers are employed on your programs?

d. Financial Profile

1. What is your balance sheet status - assets/liabilities/net worth?

2. Do you have a copy of your last external audit report?

3. What is the cost structure of your software business component ty:

direct salaries
fringe benefits
pensions
other overhead
overhead rate

4. What have been your software contract profiles (sales) over the

last five years?

5. Identify the contract dollars by type of software development,

i.e., business, command and control, real-time, etc.

5. SOFTWARE SUBCONTRACTING

a. Management

1. How do you set up to manage subcontractors developing software?

2. Who in your company is responsible for their contractual software
performance?

3. How does the program director manage/control this software?

4. Do you apply your software development standards and tools to your
subcontractors? If not, what are your requirements to assure the
subcontractor adheres to standards?

5. How do you assess (survey) a subcontractor's software development

capabilities prior to selecting a specific subcontractor?

b. Reporting

1. What reporting do you require of your subcontractor relative to
software? How is this reporting tied to the subcontractor WBS? To what !evel
do you require the subcontractor's software to be identified and reported in
his WBS?

2. Provide samples of specific reports from on-going subcontracts.

3. Specifically how do you assess a subcontractors software (SW)
status? What do you base your assessment on?

4. Do you require a detailed report?
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c. Interfaces

I. How is tne subcontractor's software interfaced with your internal

software ano that of other subcontractors?

2. How ao you interface the various subcontractors software technical

requirements?

3. What approach do you follow to allocate computer program

development requirements to subcontractors?

d. Contractual

1. Ho do you establish your contract terms, internal standards?

2. What are your rights to software clauses and criteria? Is it

possible a subcontractor will deliver software bearing a proprietary data

legend? If so, how do you propose to satisfy the Government's rights to data

requirement?

3. Have you Qstablished contractual milestones?

4. Do you provide software development award fees or contractual
incentives?

5. Do you set up contractual terms to include progress payments based

on software as a line item milestone deliverable?

e. Documentation

1. Identify the set of software documentation you require of
subcontractors.

2. How do you review and approve this documentation?

3. What is your approach to documentation as criteria for milestones?

f. Test

1. What are your test criteria and procedures for accepting
subcontracted software?

6. "MAKE OR BUY" CRITERIA

a. Criteria/Determination Approach

1. What factors are considered in determining whether or not to

subcontract for software or subsystem development?

b. Current and Planned Projections

1. Do you plan to use software subcontractors on the subject

contract? If so, identify the subsystem/subsystems functions to be
subcontracted.
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2. When do you plan to bring on the software subcontractors?

c. Policies

1. What are your make or buy policies for software development?

2. What are your policies for hiring job shopper specialists?

7. COMPUTER PROGRAM SYSTEM ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE

a. Organization (CPCI-Component)

1. How is your software organized, i.e, from top of the computer
program system (CPS) to bottom, i.e., individual components or modules?

2. Do you use a tree structure to identify and define this CPS
organization? If not, describe your approach to identifying (documenting) the

top-down CPS organizational structure.

3. Is this CPS organization implemented via computer program to

facilitate update and configuration control? Describe your method to
configuration manage the CPS structure.

b. Identification

1. How do you assure that each element of the CPS is uniquely
identified by name and number?

2. How do you assure that each element of the CPS is identified

consistently across all disciplines, i.e., technical, management, contracts,

cost, etc.?

c. Completeness

1. How do you assure that all operational and support functions are

allocated and accounted for in the CPS organization?

2. How do you manage and integrate existing software with the total
CPS to insure a complete system is developed?

d. Responsibilities

1. Is one individual designated as responsible for all software

including support, simulation, and test software? If not, how is the
responsibility delegated?

2. If outside organizations are developing support or other ancillary
software, who are they responsible to on the program? How are these efforts
managed?

e. Interfaces

1. How is the software system interfaced with the firmware or

hardware elements of the subsystems and system?
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2. How is tne CPS organized and structured to include major
subcontractor developed software?

6. SUPPOtT SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES

a. Computer Systems

1. What is your computer system hardware approach to software

development, i.e., identify your host computer system?

2. Identify tne computer hardware required to support software

development on the subject program.

3. Do you have the host and target computers available to support the

subject program?

4. What is your plan to acquire these computers?

5. Are you planning to use any Government Furnished Equipment (GFE)
computer equipment on the subject program? If so, identify these requirements.

o. How do you determine the number of input terminals required
relative to your peak programming need? What is the expected turn-around?
Wnat is your approach to acquiring additional equipment if necessary?

b. Support Software

1. Identify the support software tools you have which you plan to use
on the subject program.

2. Identify additional tools required.

3. Identify sources for these tools.

4. Are you planning to use any Government Furnished Property
(GFP)/software tools? If so, identify these tools.

c. 6imulation Facilities

1. Do you intend to use any simulation facilities in your software
development process?

2. Do these fac--ities exist or do you plan to develop them?

3. Identify your approach to developing or acquiring these facilities
including software.

d. Test and Integration Facilities

1. Identify facilities you require to perform the software
integration and other systems integration.

2. Do these facilities exist, if so, identify and describe the
facilities. Will these facilities he dedicated to the subject program?
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3. If the facilities do no exist, how do you intend to acquire tnp

required facilities?

4. Do you intend to use any remote computer resources and
facilities? How do you plan to assure sufficient availability of' these
resources?

e. Deliverable Support Systems

1. Are tne support software and computer systems available for
delivery to the Air Force for follow-on software support?

2. Are any of these resources proprietary?

3. Are your subcontractors support software development resources

available for delivery to the Air Force?

4. How do you handle licensing arrangements?

9. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

a. Compiler/Assemblers/Linkers/Editors

1. Identify all software development tools you intend to use on the
subject program.

2. Do all these tools exist? Have these tools been validated? Do

you have them integrated into your software development environment?

3. If the tools do not exist, what tools are needed ana wnat is your

plan to acquire or develop the tools? Do you have a back-up contingency plan?

b. Simulations

1. Identify any simulation tools you intend to use as part of your

software development process.

2. Do you intend to write any simulation software?

3. If you do, identify the functions and use of this software.

c. Analysis

1. What is your approach to system and software requirements analysis?

2. Do you intend to use any analysis tools?

3. If you do, identify these tools.

d. Configuration Management

I. What is your approach to software configuration management (CM)?

2. Is any of the configuration management process automated?
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3. Do you nave configuration management (CM) software tools, e.g.,
CPS organization tree?

4. Identify the functions of your CM software tools and provide

examples of the products.

e. Other Tools

1. Do you nave software (SW) tools to support SW cost performance
reporting, status reporting, Sw Contract Work Breakdown Structure (CWBS), SW
worK packages/work definition, SW schedules, or SW documentation?

2. Identify these tools and provide examples of the products they

generate.

3. Identify any other software development tools you intend to use.

f. Standards

1. identify company standards which define software development
tools, and use of these tools.

g. Computer/Compiler Standards

1. Do you intend to develop the subject program software using
acquisition agency designated standards, e.g., JOVIAL J733 and MIL-STD-1750A?

2. Do you nave a complete set of tools and expertise/capability to
use the tools?

10. 6OFTWARE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

a. Computer Program Development Plan (CPDP)

1. Describe your use of the CPDP.

e. Within your corporate and program structure, which organization
writes the CPDP?

3. Wnat information is contained in the CPDP?

4. Provide examples of your CPDP.

5. Wno must coordinate on the CPDP?

b. How often is the CPDP updated?

7. How are SW, CM, test, and QA planning handled in the CPDP?

8. How does the CPDP interface with and integrate:

(a) Milestones

(b) Detail Schedules
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(c) Work Definition Packages

(d) SW Cost Performance Reporting

(e) CPS Tree (Organization)

b. Control Structure and Report

1. Describe your approach to software management.

2. How is software controlled? Do you have control tools?

3. What is your methodology (procedural approach) to track software
status?

4. Do you use a control room approach?

c. Internal Description - Standard

1. Is your software management system described in an internal

standard or document? Provide a copy of this document.

2. What software management system was used on your three most recent

software development programs? Provide examples of the mafagement tools

applied, and products developed on these programs.

d. Schedule - Tiers

1. Describe your approach to organizing and documenting (laying out)

software development schedules top to bottom.

2. How many tiers or levels of schedule are employed?

3. Which level is used to status (track) the software progress and

report status to the acquisition agency?

4. How do you measure software status relative to schedule tracking?

e. Internal Reviews

i. Define your approach to internal software reviews.

2. Do you use a milestone approach?

3. What is the basis for the review?

4. What follow-on actions are required to correct deficiencies

discovered during the review?

5. Do you use walk-throughs?
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o. wno are required to participate In the reviews?

7. What specific criteria are used to determine that the reviews are
successfully completed?

f. Interface

1. How does software management interface and integrate other
internal disciplines such as engineering, configuration and data management,
cost performance reporting, test, and QA?

2. How does software management interface with subcontractors
developing software?

3. How is software management integrated with systems management,
nardware management, and firmware management?

g. uevelopment TasKs

1. Define tne software development tasks from start to finish, as
identified and actually used within your company.

e. Are these defined in a company standard?

3. How are test, QA, documentation, and CM integrated into these
taSKS?

n. System - Subsystem - Component Approach

1. Do you manage/develop software within subsystems or across
subsystems?

2. How are your CWBS and Work Definition Packages structured?

i. Trouble Reporting

1. Describe your approach to software trouble/problems reporting.

2. Provide your standard reporting forms.

3. How are these reports tracked to assure; corrections of

deficiencies, solutions to problems, and completion of the effort?

4. What level within your management organization reviews these

reports?

5. What methods do you use for trend analysis reporting of software
trouble/problem reports?
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11. SOFTWARE COST REPORTING

a. Baseline

1. What is the baseline information from which your software cost
reporting is developed?

2. Provide this baseline description and examples of its application.

b. Definition - Tasks

1. Identify the tasks which are included in the software cost
reporting.

2. How is the documentation effort costed?

c. Software Types

1. Identify the types or categories of software included in the cost
reporting, e.g., operational, development tools, support software, test and
integration software. Describe your approach to assure that ALL software
which must be developed is costed in the proposal.

d. Reporting Vehicle

1. Describe the process of developing the software cost report
information.

2. Specifically identify which tasks are included, e.g., is software

QA included or reported separately?

3. What is your criteria for reporting a cost or schedule variance in

software development?

e. Common Identification and Correlation

1. How do you control the identification (naming) of the elements of
a total software system to assure that the software cost reporting is
traceable and can be correlated with the technical products, schedule status,
CWBS, and CM identification of the same software system?

12. TEST AND VERIFICATION

a. Plans

1. What is your approach to planning for the test and verification of

software?

2. Is this a company standard?

3. Wno writes the software test plan?

4. How is this integrated with the system test plan?
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5. Wnat is your readiness criteria for start of software test?

6. What is your baseline for start of software test?

b. Levels

I. How many levels of testing is the software subjected to from
module verification througn system test?

2. Are these test levels formalized?

3. Which levels require test procedures?

c. Requirements and Procedures

!. Wnat is your method to determine that the software requirements
are testable?

2. What is your approach to defining software test requirements are

testaule?

3. Who writes and approves the test requirements and procedures?

4. When are these requirements and procedures prepared?

5. How are the test procedures verified prior to starting formal
tests?

d. Tools and Facilities

1. Describe the tools and facilities required to support the levels
of software testing defined in "b" above.

2. Do tnese tools and facilities exist to support the subject program?

13. SOFTWAnE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT'

a. Organizational Approach

1. Who is responsible for software Configuration Management (CM)?

2. How is software CM integrated with engineering and program
management?

b. baselines

1. What configuration baselines are identified for software?

2. When are these baselines established?

3. How are tne baselines controlled?

4. How are the software allocations structured, functional and
product baselines established, documented, and controlled?
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c. CM Identification, Accounting and Control

1. How is software identified, and controlled for accountability?

2. Is the software identification consistent across all disciplines?

d. Organizational Interfaces

1. How does the CM function interface with other organizational
elements participating in the software development?

14. INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS

a. Management/Development Status Control

1. Provide your standards for software management/development status
control.

2. Provide examples of recent application of these standards.

b. Documentation

1. Provide your standards for software documentation content.

2. Provide your standards for interface documentation.

3. How do you assure that these standards are followed?

c. Quality Assurance

1. Describe your standards for software quality assurance (SQA).

2. Provide examples, e.g., a recent SQA Plan.

3. (Talk to the QA department and determine the specific standards
and procedures followed to implement software QA.)

d. Work Definition Packages

1. Provide examples of your standards for software work definition.

2. Provide software work definition packages.

e. Sizing Software Workload

I. Provide your standards for estimating software workload.

2. Provide examples of estimates.

f. Test and Verification

1. Provide your standards for software test and verification plans,
requirements, and procedures.

2. Provide examples of test plans, procedures and reports.
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g. Application and Enforcement

1. How consistently are these standards applied?

2. Who verifies that the standards are followed?

3. Who nas authority to grant a waiver?

15. SuFWARE CONTRACT WORK bREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (CWBS)

a. CWbS Approach

1. How is software structured in the CWBS?

2. How is it correlated with the technical and status reporting?

3. Provide your internal standards for identifying software work

within the CWbS.

b. Level of Software

I. At what level is software structured in the CWBS?

2. What are the factors and criteria for determining the various

software levels?

3. At what level (of CWBS) is software reported in the cost

performance report?

4. Do you require a detailed WBS from your subcontractors? To what

level do you require software in his WBS?

c. interfaces

1. How does the software CWBS integrate and incorporate all of the

disciplines involved in the management and development of software?

2. How do you manage the subcontractor relative to his software CWBS?

d. Application

1. is software identified consistently within your CWBS?

2. Provide examples of your most recent CWBSs which include software.

lb. )UFTWARE WORK bDFlNITIuN

a. Definition and Vehicle

I. how is the software work defined at the lowest level?

2. What vehicle (work package description) is used to define the

software worK?

j. is this vehicle a standard within the company?
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4. Is the work definition directly traceable to the CWBS?

b. Management Use

1. How do you manage the software work definition, i.e., prepare,
review, status, update, and accountability?

2. How is the SW work definition used in status tracking of software
development?

3. Is the work definition used to identify work progress? How s
this accomplished?

c. Cost Performance Reporting

1. How is the software work definition used in cost performance
reporting (CPR)?

2. Explain how CPR data such as earned value is derived?

d. Application Examples

1. Provide a set of software work definition descriptions from a
recently completed or on-going program.

2. Provide a written description of the rules and interpretation of

the software work definition.

e. Standards

1. Is the software work definition defined by an internal standard?

2. Provide a copy of the standard.

f. Interfaces

1. How does the work definition interface and correlate with the
software organization tree, the CM system, the software development
organization (staff), and the software management systems?

17. CONTRACT/CONTROL METHODS

a. Are there any contractual vehicles terms and conditions which you feel

are particularly effective for, or detrimental to, successful software
development?

b. Rights to Software

i. Do you intend to use any proprietary software on the subject
program? Is this software complete? What language is it written in? How is
it documented? How is it structured? How do you intend to demonstrate that
the existing software you have is one and the same software which implements
the support or performance requirements in the final delivered system?

2. What are the restrictiors to the Air Force use of this software?
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c. Subcontract Vehicles

1. What contractual terms lo you plan to use in acquiring software

from subcontractors?

2. How will you assure necessary rights to the software?

3. Do you plan to use incentives or other contractual vehicles to
motivate and reward software performance?

d. Incentives - Award Fees

1. What experience do you nave with incentives and award fees for
software development?

2. Provide actual incentive clauses which you have used successfully.

3. Provide evidence of positive incentives contributing to successful
software development.

lb. SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION APPROACH

a. Internal Documentation Approach

1. Describe your approach and requirements for software documentation.

2. Do you use a milestone approach?

3. Is your approach compatible with MIL-STDs-483, 490, and 1521A?

4. How does your software documentation interface with system,
subsystem, hardware, and firmware documentation?

5. Whicn organizations are involved in generating, reviewing, and
delivering software documentation to the acquisition agency?

U. Milestone Review and Approvals

1. What role does documentation play in your internal reviews to
ascertain software development status and progress?

2. Wnat is the review and approval cycle for software development
documentation?

c. Standards

1. Are your software documentation requirements defined in an
internal standard?

2. Provide the standards which define your software development

documentation requirements.
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d. Application Examples

1. Provide examples of your software, documentation including CKDP,
Part I CPCI development specifications, test plans, procedures and reports,
Part II CPCI product specifications, Interface Control Documents, an, otner
key software documents.

e. Test Plans, Requirements, Procedures, Reports

1. Define your approach, requirements, and standards for software

test plans, requirements, procedures, and reports.

f. Specifications

1. What is the role of your software personnel in developing the

system, subsystem, and prime item development specifications?

2. How do you allocate functional requirements to a software

specification?

3. Who writes the CPCI Performance Specifications?

4. How do you assure that the Section 3 performance requirements are
verifiable?

g. Subcontractor Documentation

i. What are your internal standards for software documentation
requirements on subcontractors?

2. How do you manage the subcontractors software documentation

activities?

3. What incentives do you use to assure the subcontractor is
developing "quality" software documentation?

19. SOFTWARE PRODUCT AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

a. Internal Approach

1. What provisions do you apply to assure quality software is

developed?

2. Ho do you implement the requirements of MIL-S-5277A?

3. Do you believe the program required by MIL-S-52779A contributes to
your objectives in software development?

4. Provide examples and results of your internal software quality

initiative3.
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b. uality Assurance Responsibilities

.. What are the responsibilities and mission of the quality assurance
organization regarding software?

. no is responsible for assuring quality software? What is the

role of the software manager in assuring quality software?

c. urganizational Approach

1. How is your software QA function organized?

Z. Who aoes software QA report to?

J. Is the WA chain of command independent of the corporate program

:rra nage r

*. Application L;xamples

i. ?roviae examples of your software quality assurance plans.

.. Provide a copy of your documented internal standards defining
procedures to implement software quality assurance.

u. SOFTWAHE SIZE, MANPOWER, SCHEDULE AND COST ESTIMATING

a. Software Size Estimate

1. How do you estimate software size?

2. Do you use any models to estimate software size? Provide a basic
description of the software cost estimating model used to support your
proposal and development process.

b. Software Manpower Estimate

I. Descrioe your approach to estimating software development effort
odsea on the size of the software to be developed.

2. is this approach documented? Provide a copy of this document.

3. Identify the tasks included in your estimate and those not
included.

4. Do you use a standard productivity factor?

5. Is your estimation technique based on a published model?

b. What is your level of confidence and basis for confidence in your
estimate?

7. Describe your model or estimating method to decide how to
distribute tne total software development manpower overtime.
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c. Schedule Estimate

1. How do you estimate and establish your software development

schedule and milestones along the schedule?

2. is tnis scnedule estimate based on a published molel'

3. What is your level of confidence and basis for confidence ir: your
estimate?

0. software Types

1. Identity your estimation baselines for each major category ,
software to be developed, e.g., operational, support, development tools test

and simulation.

e. Correlation Amotig Size, Workload, Schedule aru Cost

.. How do you correlate software estimtes of si;:e (units, e.;., ines

of code) worgload (manpower), schedule (duration, with milestones), and costs

2. is this correlation traceable in your management planning as

defined in the CPDP?

3. Who reviews the estimates and plan for realism and consistency?

21. INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION (IV&V) INTERFACES

1. Do you implement internal "independent" verification and validation on

your own software development activities and products and/or on your

subcontractors software development?

2. Have you interfaced with any procurement agency IV&V contractor on

previous programs?

3. based on that experience, do you think IV&V contributed to a higher

quality software product?

4. How would you interface with a software IV&V contractor?

5. Identify the documentation you will have available to support an IV&V

effort.

6. What special prime contract contractual clauses are required or

expected to support an IV&V contract?
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Section i. Language Waivers

1. neview AFR 800-14, Vol 1, AFSC Sup 1
AFSC/AFLCR 800-4b (ATLAS)

2. Review Figure II-11-1 on guidance policies

. waiver is Figure 11-11-2.

4. instructions are Figure 11-11-3.
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Figure 1I-1l-I Waiver Guidance

1. The need for a waiver should be identified during the source .e1e2t'oy.

process, not after contract award.

2. If the need for a waiver is identified, the local language focal point

should be contacted for assistance. For Jovial, Fortran, Cobol, and Ada,
ESD/ALEE is the language focal point. Fu:. ATLAS, ALEQ is tne foca. point.

3. Language waivers are granted only when compelling justification can Do
snown. Justification must be based on technical, system life-cycle scnecule.
cost, and/or risk factors.

4. The following factors must be examined in writing tne waiver:

a. Estimate direct development, test, and validation costs of compiler

and/or support tools if the waiver is not granted for your applioa' ,rm.

b. Provide compiler and support tool delivery schedules and ar eval :x
of the impact on system schedules if your waiver is not grantee.

c. Discuss commonality of your planned language with languages usec t,
implemert existing and planned system software within the system.

d. Discuss commonality of your planned language with existing and new

support software on other systems that interface witn the system.

e. Describe support concepts and relative support costs over the system
life cycle for each of the languages being compared.

f. Identify technical deficiencies of the languages being compared that
affect the language decision.

g. Identify changes required to the existing AF approved HOL definitions
to meet system requirements.

h Estimate direct and indirect contractor costs associated with each

possible language application (for example, training or subcontractor
cost).

i. Identify programming languages and support tools used to develop and
maintain support software.

j. Discuss relative risk assessment, with respect to the system schedule,

of using a newly developed compiler compared to using a
vendor-supplied seasoned compiler or language.
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Figure 51-11-2. HlIH ORDER LANGUAGE WAIVER REQUEST

Date

euJECT rITLE:

On6ANILATIUN PROCURING THE SYSTEM:

o 6ANiLAiiuN WriCH WILL OPEHATE AND MAINTAIN THE SYSTEM:

i. D6SCRiPTION OF THE PROPOSED HARDWARE CONFIGURATION:

a. Host/Target/Control computer, type, model, etc.

b. Memory type: Memory size:

c. On-line System Peripherals:

d. Known available language processors from manufacturer or other sources
(e.g., FORTRAN, COBOL, etc.):

I. Assembler

2. Fortran 77 (ANSI 3.9 1978)? 6.

3. Cobol (ANSI 3.23)? 7.

4. Jovial J73? 8.

5. 716 ATLAS? 9.

e. Attach an ATS block diagram and a brief engineering description of the
ATS application on a seperate sheet. (Applicable for ATLAS)
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2. PROPOSED LANGUAGE:

a. Is there a standard for this language? (ANSI, IEEE, DOD)

b. Is there an existing compiler/interpretor for this language

1. When developed?

2. For which system(s)?

3. Wno maintains it?

4. Identify required modifications (if necessary)

c. Identify support software modifications (if required)

d. List of other known USAF Systems which use the proposed language:

1.

2.

3.

4.

e. List other USAF Systems that interface with this weapon system of the

same and other maintenance levels, and the languages used for their software.

SYSTEM LANGUAGE

2.

32.

4.
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3. TECHNICAL EVALUATION:

a. List the appropriate approved HOL language problems and show how such
problems are solved with the proposed language. Use actual program examples.
(use separate page if necessary.)

b. Can modifications to the appfroved HOL, use of external procedures, or
the extensibility of the language result in the same solution? Explain why
not.
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4. LIFE CYCLE COST COMPARISON: (use 15 years as the system life). Attach
supporting documentation. (Each proposed HUL must be compared on a seperate
sheet.)

ITEM COSTS USING COMM :N!.)

PROPOSED HOL APPROVED HUL

COMPILER

DEVELOPMENT

MODIFICATION

MAINTENANCE

SUPPORT SOFTWARE

DEVELOPMENT

MODIFICATION

MAINTENANCE

*SYSTEM SOFTWARE

DEVELOPMENT ....

MAINTENANCE _

TRAINING

TOTAL

(*Software to be developed using this language, includes test programs.)
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-.: tUUiLe lMAJ: Attach present program schedule.

Present Phase of tne Acquisition Cycle

kif cooing nas already started, state portion of program completed.
zuDmit samples of coaed modules demonstrating the advantages of the chosen

L.L cuss and justit'y why the use of an appropriate approved HOL for
prooPrammn g mission critical software/TPS will impact the present schedule.
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~.MAINTAINING ORUANIZATION COMMENTS ANU COORLINATLAN

For aaditiona: information regard',nw -ni13 w; ve- -r
points of contact are:

N4AM F JFFICt YM-

Jn'Lt .nrI ."'lst U(Il ___

rupt-)se .an&<uagP ___

i'ecin. K..

Ara vi _____ ______

V'v
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7. FuCAL Poi4i COMMENTS:

e't: .l .~ii ) ______ ____________AUTOUCIN_
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8. TECHNICAL CONTROL POINT COMMENTs:

NAME:
ORGANIZATION:
TELEPHONE: (commercial) AUTOVON_
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F-gure i>-i.-3, Instructions on Filling Out A High Order Language Waiver

ilroject iitle: Self' explanatory
Jrg :.t,:ation Procuring the System: (tSb/Buying SPU name)
urgaai-ation Wnich will Operate the System: (Operating Command (POC))
'rt[LOC bwonlcn wilL Monitor the System: (The designated support AZC)

.esuription of the Proposed hardware Configuration:

.rget/,'ontr,,. Computer, type, model, etc. (Manufacturer, Model

t'. Miemory type: kbyriamic hAM, hUM, PHoM, Disc)
Memory stze: (Numuer of Bytes, words, (96KB))
-r . ie system peripnerals: (Give s ecific type of device, e.g.
thrermd printer, I00OLPM Printer, 5 /4 floppydisc, LOMB
vincnester naro bisc, etc)

1. t.:wb availale language processors from manufacturer of other
sources (e.g., Fortran, COBOL, etc)
La:iguages supported by the manufacturer or other sources for

fur this nardware configuration.)
e , ,ttj(on on ATa ulock diagram and a urief engineering description

of the A'.h application on a seperate sheet (ATLAS Waiver only).

(Tire engineering description snould include all physical
cnaracteristics, how the unit works basically, whether it is
programmable or manual, what software is used, how it is loaded, how
the unit interfaces with the UUT, and how the unit interfaces with
operator.

(The ATS block diagram should graphically represent the functional

hardware configuration and include signal interfaces between the
modules/components (buses).)

2. Proposed Language Software: (Language Name)

a. Is tnere a standard for this language? (ANSI, IFEE, DOD) (List tne
standard available.)

u. is tnere an existing compiler/interpreter for this language?

(Give which one and manufacturer)

1. When developed: (Give original version/date and version to be
used/date.)

'. For which systems: (Give hardware configuration above version
presently runs on.)

J. Who maintains it: (Give name of company.)
4. Identify required modifications (if necessary): (List any and all

necessary modifications required to use this compiler/interpreter
on the proposed hardware configuration. Continue on a seperate
sheet if necessary.)
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c. Identify support soft-iare modifications (if required): (List any/all
necessary modifications to the support software in order to use it on
the proposed hardware configuration. Continue on a seperate sheet if
necessary.)

d. List of other known USAF Systems/ATS which use the proposed language:

1. (List any other fielded systems or automated test sets currently

in the USAF inventory which uses the proposed language.)
2.
3.
4.

e. List other USAF that interface with this weapon system of the same

and. other maintenance levels, and the languages used for their
software.

System Language

1. (Self Explanatory)
2.
3.
4.

3. Technical Evaluation:

a. List Approved HOL problems and show how such problems are solved
with the proposed language. Use actual program examples (use seperate

pages if necessary).

(Information here should be explicit. Problem definitions should zp
clear and concise. Examples of code using the proposed language

should be given and explained.)

b. Can modifications to an approved HOL, use of external procedures, or
the extensibility of the language result in the same solution. Ex~Iaini

why not.

(Answers here should be objective. They should also ,e more exp'i24t

than a "No." if this area is unknown, state "unkrown", and t~te
technical feasibility concerning this area wi4l be determiriel . -.no!

ATLAS technical control point.)

4. Life cycle cost comparison: (Use B5 years as the system >ife.) Atta-n

supporting documentation.

(Entries on this page must be explained fully. Explanation may be

given in the comments section or on an attached pagp if more room '
needed. If a software cost model is used, full di cosure of a:1

imput/output data ii required. Preferably, a "opy of the mode
execution run snould be attached. Each proposed language sno,!d
compared with tne appropriate approved HOL on a one-to-one raa~s. .r
multiple languages a cost estimate for each language 'ust t- su:;ri1'.
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VoL:, uOrume l nev is ir.Dembrl
* lrcMaria em---.'

tnedu It- :m' Arttacti pre3ernt prowram neui
irtz-ent rnase of' 'ne Acquisition C'ycle:

',It' proerdr coulinw has already started, state portion of pro.4ramj
completed. Submit samples or' coded modules demonstratiin, tflP
advanitages of the the choseni Hol..

Di.scuss and justify why the use of ar. approved HOCL for software w-.'
impact the present scnedule.

(.jiscuss t-,lly tne: expected impact and snow now using tne pooe 1
alleviaten3 the problem.

Miaintai,,.in.; .rwaiLzatlon Comments and Coordiratior

vine iAL iesig riated to maintain ',Me nardware/software must
corl'nat,- ,trv, s~gr nere.)

Dnti-3(ctor po ints of contact for informati~on .9uo,-n4! eo.
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AFSC Regulations & Pamphlets

AFSCR/AFLCH 80-17 Air Force Engineering Responsibility for 15 Jul 77

Systems and Equipment

AFSCR 310-1 Management of Contractor Data 11 Mar 74

AFSCR/AFLCR 800-2 Management Multi-Service Systems, Programs, 4 Sep 73
and Projects

AFSCP 800-3 A Guide for Program Management 9 Apr 76

AFSCP 800-7 Configuration Management i Dec 77

Military Standards & handbooks

AFSC Design Electronic Systems Test & Evaluation 10 Apr 71

Handbook 4-2

MIL-HDBK-334 Evaluation of a Contractor's Software 15 Jul 8k!

Quality Assurance Plan

MIL-STD-483 Configuration Management Practices for 31 Dec 70
and Notice 2 Systems, Equipment, Munitions, and

Computer Programs

MIL-STD-490 Specification Practices 30 Oct 68

MIL-STD-1521A Teennical Reviews & Audits for Systems, I Jun 76
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MIL-STD-1b79(NAVY) Weapon System Software Development 1 Dec 78

MIL- -%2779A Software Quality Assurance Program 1 Aug 7c
Requirements
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ESD-TR-75-85 ADA016488 An Air Force Guide for Monitoring Sep 1975
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ESD-TR-76-159 ADA027051 An Air Force Guide to Software Jun 1976
Documentation Requirements

ESD-TR-77-16 ADA035924 Statement of Work Preparation Jan 1977

ESD-TR-77-22 ADA037115 Life Cycle Events Feb 1977

ESD-TR-77-130 ADA038234 Software Acquisition Management - Apr 1977
Software Development and Maintenance

Facilities

ESD-TR-77-254 ADA047308 An Air Force Guide to Computer Program Aug 1977
Configuration Management

ESD-'IR-77-255 ADA047318 Software Ouality Assurance Aug 1977

ESD-TR-77-263 ADA048577 Verification Aug 1977

ESD-TR-77-326 ADA053039 Validation and Certification Aug 1977

ESD-TR-77-327 ADA053040 Software Maintenance Oct 1977

ESD-TR-78-117 ADA052567 Reviews and Audits Nov 1977

ESD-TR-78-139 ADA055573 An Air Force Guide to the Computer Mar 1978
Program Development Specification
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